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Grüss Gott from Mike, Jenny, Mills, and Carol Anne. We are leaving 
on a jet plane, and want you to come with us, so pack your bag, 
grab your passport, and put on your walking shoes; “The Ultimate 
Federation Experience” is about to begin! Reserve your room now 
and join us at Munich’s newly remodeled Westin Grand Arabellapark 
Hotel. Our FDCC room rate starts at 164 Euro per night, and can be 
extended for three days before and after the meeting, based upon 
availability. 

Our CLE theme is “Taking Client Service to the Next Level: Going 
Global”, and Deb Kuchler has masterfully designed it to compare 
and contrast American and European views on cutting-edge legal 
issues. Friday’s outstanding Keynote Speaker is Alastair Campbell, 
former Director of Communications and Strategy for Prime Minister 
Tony Blair. Pat and Marge Hagan are our Convention Registration 
Chairs. Along with John Kuchler, they will make your onsite 
Registration a breeze.

During your free time, enjoy the Old World charm and modern 
sophistication of Munich and Bavaria. Plan to hit the ground 
running because we have lined up the “best of the best” excursions, 
beginning Saturday, July 24th!

Tuesday, July 27th marks the return of Fellowship Day, and we have 
planned three exciting trips into the Bavarian countryside for you, 
all of which include lunch and will be escorted by English-speaking 
guides. You might like to see Schloss Neuschwanstein, King 
Ludwig II’s beautiful castle in the Alps, and spend the afternoon 
in Garmisch- Partenkirchen or at the Olympic Ski Jump. Another 
option will be a trip to Regensburg, which sits beside the Danube, 
and is one of the best-preserved medieval towns in Bavaria. If you 

Liebe Freunde der Föderation,
(Dear Friends of the Federation,)
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love lakes, the Chiemsee is a gorgeous place to spend the day. A ferryboat will take you to two 
islands, and on one, you will visit King Ludwig II’s famous castle, Schloss Herrenchiemsee, 
patterned after Versailles. Sign up right away for the trip of your choice, as they will fill up 
quickly. 

Everyday, different excursions are scheduled for your enjoyment, including: walking and biking 
tours of Munich; tours of Schloss Nymphenburg, the Residenz, the Justizpalast, the Alte 
Pinakothek, Dachau, Kloster Andechs; biking along the River Isar; and hiking in the Alps. On 
Sunday night, we have planned an optional trip to the Hofbräuhaus for a “Bavarian Evening” 
with dinner and authentic entertainment.  

Evening festivities will begin on Saturday night with early week receptions. The President’s Old 
World Reception on Wednesday night begins at the Prunkhof, the courtyard inside the Neues 
Rathaus. Dinner will follow at the famous Ratskeller. On Thursday night, “The Ultimate Theme 
Party” will be held at the BMW Museum and Welt. Dress as your favorite racecar driver or an 
avid fan, and be amazed at the modern engineering marvels of the world’s most sophisticated 
automobile manufacturer. Friday evening is our Bowtie Bavarian Ball. After an elegant 
candlelight dinner, we will dance the night away to the sounds of Da Capo. 

The attire for the week is “business casual”, with the exception of Wednesday and Friday nights. 
This convention is a “one jacket and one bowtie” meeting for men, and an “easily packable 
corresponding attire” meeting for the ladies. 

BE BAVARIA BOUND for “The Ultimate Federation Experience”! Book your airline reservations, 
reserve your hotel rooms, and come share this fabulous meeting with us! We are so excited 
about being with you in Munich this summer!

 Mike and Jenny Lucey Mills and Carol Anne Gallivan
 President and First Lady Munich Convention Chairs

* Glockenspiel * Benedictine Convent Wall, Fraueninsel
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Meeting Registration
Registration forms must be received no later than May 28, 2010. The meeting brochure, 
registration forms, and electronic registration are posted on the FDCC website,  
www.thefederation.org. Other methods of registration include:

 Fax: Send the completed form with credit card payment by fax to 
 (813) 988-5837

 Mail: Along with credit card information and/or check, mail your completed form to: 
 FDCC 2010 Annual Meeting, 11812 North 56th Street, Tampa, Florida 33617

If you have any trouble registering, please contact the Executive Director’s office at (813) 983-
0022, or email: mstreeper@thefederation.org.

Registration Fees
The registration fees include the base registration cost and charges for the President’s 
Reception, Theme Party, Dinner Dance, evening receptions, and the FDCC breakfasts on 
Wednesday through Saturday mornings.
Registration fees have been raised by $100.00 for Federation Members and Guest Attorneys. 
This increase is necessary to partially offset the Euro exchange rate differential. 

Credit Card Information
VISA, MasterCard, and American Express are accepted for convention registration as well as 
tour and event payments. 

* View from Schloss Neuschwanstein
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* Schloss Neuschwanstein * Residenz Lion, “Rub my nose for luck!”

Hotel Reservations
All FDCC members must make their own hotel reservations and should do so now, as the hotel 
will fill up quickly. Hotel reservations may be made electronically by going to the FDCC website: 
www.thefederation.org. Click on “FDCC 2010 Annual Meeting” and then click on the hotel link. 
Hotel reservations may also be made from the U.S. by calling the Westin: 011 49 89 9300 16 
39 6 #. The Reservation Desk is open: Monday – Friday, 7:30am – 10:30pm; Saturday and 
Sunday,  9am – 6pm. (For German time, add 6 hours to Eastern Standard Daylight time.) The 
FDCC has a group rate at Munich’s Westin Grand Arabellapark Hotel, which depending on the 
room type, begins at 164 Euro per night. Be sure to mention you are with the Federation of 
Defense & Corporate Counsel (FDCC) to receive the special group rate. The Westin will charge 
your room deposit to your credit card in Euro. ***The FDCC group rate has been extended to 
members for three nights prior to the meeting, and for three nights after the meeting, based 
upon availability.

Hotel Address
The Westin Grand Arabellapark Hotel
Arabellastrasse 6
81925 Munchen, Germany
011 (49) (89) 9264-0 #

Passport Information
It is wise to make sure that your passport and passports of those with whom you are traveling 
do not expire within 6 months of your trip, as they may be considered invalid. For more informa-
tion on passports visit, www.travel.state.gov/.
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Climate
The Alpine climate provides moderate temperatures during the summer, with an occasional 
shower to keep the countryside lush and green.  Last year, during the last week of July, when 
we were at The Homestead, the high in Munich varied from 73F to 87F, and the low varied from 
51F to 65F.  The week was sunny, with the exception of one rainy day.

More Information
Hotel:   From the FDCC website:  www.thefederation.org  click on “FDCC 2010 Annual   
 Meeting”.  Then Click on:  “The Westin Grand Munich Arabellapark”
Munich: www.meunchen.de
Google: Munich, Bavaria, Germany
Google: US Department of State

Travel Agent
If you need assistance with your European travel plans, contact Binnie Coppersmith at Travel 
World: 1-800-418-8747 or binnie@travelworld1.com. Binnie has over 40 years of travel agent 
experience and specializes in customized international travel.

Attire 
Attire for the President’s Reception and Dinner is jacket, no tie for men, and dressy attire for 
ladies. Dress like your favorite racecar driver, pit crew member, or an avid fan for the BMW 
Theme Party. For the Bowtie Bavarian Ball, attire is coat and bowtie for men, and evening at-
tire for ladies. For the rest of the meeting, dress is business casual. We do not want you to be 
burdened with heavy luggage, especially if you are planning to enjoy traveling to other places in 
Europe, so we encourage you to pack light and save room to bring home a surprise or two.

Children and Youth Programs
The FDCC Children and Youth Programs will take place on Wednesday and Friday nights.

Cancellation Policy:
We hope you will not have to cancel or ask for a refund once you have registered for the con-
vention. We realize, however, that trial schedules and last minute emergencies may require can-
cellation and a request for a refund. Please be advised of the Board approved refund policies.
 1) A refund of registration fees, less $75 and any applicable credit card fees, will be given if 
written notice is received by the FDCC office before the registration deadline of May 28, 2010.
 2) No refunds will be given if notice of cancellation is received after May 28, 2010.
 3) Amounts refunded by payments made by credit card will include a deduction for the 
amount the credit card company charges the FDCC.
 4) In the event of “special circumstances,” such as illness or unforeseen family/professional 
emergencies, this refund policy may be suspended or modified (based upon the member’s writ-
ten request), only by action of the President upon recommendation of the Convention Chair. 
 5) To cancel hotel reservations, call the hotel directly. The hotel’s refund and cancellation 
policies will control. The Convention Chair has no authority to modify the hotel’s cancellation 
and refund policies.
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Note: The FDCC reserves the right to change, delete, or modify the program, 
tours, topics, and/or speakers. All off-site elective trips have a minimum and 

maximum number of attendees. The FDCC reserves 
the right to cancel a trip if the minimum is not reached.

 6) Charges paid to the FDCC for separate events and/or tours may be refunded in whole or 
in part. This decision will be made on a case-by-case basis by the Convention Chair. Members 
seeking reimbursement for these payments must submit a written request to the Convention 
Chair. The decision to refund fees will be based, in part, upon the timing of the cancellation 
and whether there are available convention funds from which to make the refund. Please note, 
refunds of any payments to independent third parties for tours and other events or services are 
not the responsibility of the FDCC. Requests for refunds must be made directly to those entities.

FDCC Alcohol Consumption Policy
The FDCC Alcohol Consumption Policy states that persons must be 21 years of age to con-
sume alcoholic beverages, regardless of the legal age in various countries. In Germany, beer 
and wine may be served to persons at 16 years of age, and hard liquor may be served to per-
sons at 18 years of age; however, at all FDCC functions, the FDCC Alcohol Consumption Policy 
will be in effect, and persons under 21 years of age will not be allowed to consume alcohol.

BMW European Delivery Information
If you are interested in taking European Delivery of a new BMW at the BMW Welt in Munich 
while you are attending the FDCC meeting in July, please contact Cindy Czock at:  
Cindy.Czock@bmwna.com

* Maibaum (Maypole)
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The first human settlements in Bavaria were in the Danube valley between 150,000 – 100,000 BC.

Duke Henry the Lion, of the Welf dynasty, founded München (Munich) in 1158. The city derived 
its name, München, which literally means “monk settlement”, from the Benedicine monks who 
had settled there. This is the reason a monk is in the city’s coat of arms. The black and gold 
colors of the Holy Roman Empire have been the official colors of the city of Munich since 1328 
when King Ludwig IV of Bavaria was crowned Holy Roman Emperor. (See the brochure front 
cover photograph of the Coat of Arms of Munich over the Gate of the Neues Rathaus.)

For 738 years, Bavaria was ruled by one royal family. Otto I Wittelsbach became the Duke of 
Bavaria in 1180, and the Wittelsbach dynasty ruled Bavaria until 1918. There is no doubt that 
Munich greatly benefited from this stability.

The Wittelsbach family left their mark on Munich and Bavaria architecturally, intellectually, and 
culturally:

w Munich was chosen as the location of the Wittelsbach seat, and profited from their royal 
presence, their taste for fine things, and their wealth.

w They had the city’s first set of fortification walls and gates built, and later, added a sec-
ondary, extended set of fortification walls. 

w Their prosperity fostered many architecturally outstanding buildings, elaborate churches, 
and incredible castles, which have made Bavaria distinctively famous and economically 
productive, as they continue to bring people and revenue into Bavaria. 

w They were responsible for developing educational institutions and universities; encour-
aging science, industry, and manufacturing facilities; creating impressive parks, and 
large gardens for leisure; and establishing breweries for their own needs and for the 
needs of the people. 

w Their love and patronage of the arts led to large and eloquent collections of art and an-
tiquities, which formed many world-class Bavarian museums. 

w The Wittelsbach shield of white-and-blue oblique (diagonally set) lozenges (a form of 
a rhombus, referred to as a long narrow diamond shape) was adopted by the family in 
1247 and was used as the emblem of Bavaria for centuries. It was officially established 

Did You Know?
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Did You Know?

as the Bavarian state flag in 1946. In the 15th century, 21 lozenges were used, and in 
1806, when Bavaria became a kingdom, the amount increased to 42. In every case, 
however, the upper right corner is dedicated to contain a truncated white lozenge. This 
unique white-and-blue motif is synonymous with Bavaria.

Read “Sights to See and Things to Do” for more information on early Munich and the Marienplatz.

Franz, Duke of Bavaria, and current head of the House of Wittelsbach, is the great-grandson of 
King Ludwig lll, the last King of Bavaria, who was deposed in 1918. Franz was born in 1933, in 
Munich, as Prinz von Bayern (Prince of Bavaria). In 1997, after the death of his father, he changed 
his surname to Herzog von Bayern (Duke of Bavaria). The Wittelsbachs were opposed to the Nazi 
regime and in 1939, moved to Hungary. In 1944, the entire family, including Franz, who was then 
11 years old, were arrested and sent to a series of Nazi concentration camps, including Oranien-
burg and Dachau. In April 1945, they were liberated by the US Third Army. After the war, he was 
educated at the Benedictine Abbey of Ettal, the University of Munich, and in Zurich. Franz devel-
oped a passion for modern art. Many items from his private collection are on permanent loan to the 
Pinakothek der Moderne. He is the current senior co-heir-general of King Charles I of England and 
Scotland, and thus, is considered by Jacobites to be the heir of the House of Stuart and the right-
ful ruler of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, as King Francis II, though he himself does not 
advance the claim. The Duke’s full title is His Royal Highness Franz, Duke of Bavaria, of Fraconia 
and in Swabia; Count Palatine of the Rhine. In accordance with precedent, Franz has not assumed 
the higher title of King. Franz has never married and upon his death, his position, as head of the 
House of Wittelsbach, will pass to his brother, Prince Max. Schloss Nymphenburg is his home.

In 1918, after Germany’s defeat at the end of WW l, the Wittelsbach’s rule was overthrown. The 
Freistaat Bayern (Free State of Bavaria) was proclaimed, and it has been the official name of 
Bavaria since that time.

Unlike all other German states, Bavaria’s constitution provides for Bavarian 
citizenship. Everyone born in Bavaria, born to a Bavarian parent, adopted 
by a Bavarian as a child, married to a Bavarian, or naturalized in Bavaria is 
regarded as a fellow-Bavarian. State legislation regulating citizenship has 
never been enacted, and there is no Bavarian citizenship certificate. The 
constitution provides that all Germans enjoy the same rights as Bavarian 
citizens, but the notion of Bavarian citizenship bears cultural and social pride, 
as well as a strong sense of loyalty among those who can claim the title.

Bavarian pride is also exhibited by the continued celebration of Bavarian 
traditions, such as wearing traditional Bavarian folk clothing and speaking 
a distinct dialect, “Bavarian German”. As an example, Bavarians greet each 
other with “Grüss Gott”, which means “Greeting to God” or “God be with you”, instead of the 
German “Guten Tag”.

Bavarians, in general, tend to be religiously conservative, however, their piety expresses an af-
firmation of life rather than prudishness. 

Boasting 1,100 breweries, Bavaria is famous the world over for its excellent beer, which is ex-
ported to over 140 countries. It also has some of the oldest breweries in the world.

Reinheitsgebot is the “Bavarian Purity Law” of 1516, first put forward in 1487, which banned the 
use of any ingredient, other than barley, hops, and water to make Bavarian beer. In 1987, the 
law was lifted stating that ingredients, which are allowed in other foods, may also be allowed in 
beer. In 1993, a new law allowed wheat malt and cane sugar to be added to beer, but no longer 
allowed unmalted barley. Currently, the vast majority of German breweries continue to comply, 
or claim compliance with the Reinheitsgebot, in an attempt to convince customers that only the 
three permissible ingredients are used, although all modern commercial breweries in Germany 
add a fourth ingredient, yeast. 

Did You
Know?
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There are four kinds of Bavarian beer: Weissbier (wheat beer), dunkes Bier (dark beer), pils 
(pilsener), or Helles (light-colored beer). A Radler is a delightful and refreshing mixture of lemon-
ade and beer. 

The six local breweries in Munich are: Augustiner, Hacker-Pschorr, Hofbräu, Löwenbräu, Pau-
laner, and Spaten.

Biergartens date back to when the breweries stored beer in cellars. Chestnut trees were planted 
above to ensure that the beer stayed cool in the summer. 

Pewter tops on beer steins were designed to keep chestnuts from the chestnut trees from falling 
into the beer. They also keep bees out of the beer, and therefore, keep one from being stung 
when taking a drink.

Beer is considered to be the “Bavarian national drink” and is drunk in the 
smallest food stalls to the most exclusive restaurants. It is best enjoyed in 
Biergartens or at the inns of breweries, which scatter the towns and coun-
tryside of Bavaria. 

Gemütlichkeit is a Bavarian word, which is used to describe the typical Ba-
varian personality or attitude. There is not an exact translation, but loosely, 
it refers to a laid-back informality, an unhurried attitude, or a friendly 
comfortableness. The Biergartens and Bierhalles are the perfect place to 
witness Bavarian Gemütlichkeit, at its best.

A certain amount of ceremony is attached to the drinking of a beer. It is 
drunk from a large litre mug, known as a Mass, or “measure”, preferably 
sitting down, in large groups, with songs, laughter, and flirting. Almost ev-
ery Bavarian town holds a beer festival at least once a year. 

In Bavarian table etiquette, you should wait until everyone at the table 
has been served something to drink before taking a sip of your drink. Once everyone has been 
served, usually a toast is made, and everyone takes a drink at the same time. “Prost” is com-
monly used as a toast, and you are supposed to look into the eyes of the person with whom you 
are toasting.

Bavaria, located in the heart of Europe, in Southern Germany, is the bridge between northern 
Europe and the Mediterranean region. The Bavarian sky often takes on a Mediterranean deep 
blue translucence. Munich is much closer to Venice than it is to Berlin, and has been called 
Italy’s northernmost city. It is often said that Bavaria has its own “la dolce vita”. 

Bavaria is the number one destination for US tourists in Germany; each year 250,000 to 
550,000 Americans visit Bavaria. 

Bavaria’s economy is larger than 21 of the 27 EU member states.

The US is the biggest foreign investor in Bavaria, with some 850 US firms located there. 400 of 
the 850 are in a high tech field. Bill Gates dubbed Bavaria as the “European High Tech Mecca”.

Munich is the capital of Bavaria and the third largest city in Germany. It is the insurance cen-
ter of Germany; in banking, second only to Frankfurt; and one of Europe’s publishing capitals. 
Munich has the strongest economy and the lowest unemployment rate of any German city, as 
well as a very low crime rate. The high quality of life and lack of crime has caused the city to be 
nicknamed, “Toytown” amongst the English-speaking residents. German inhabitants call it “Mil-
lionendorf”, meaning “village of a million people”. The population in Munich is now 1,300,000; 
55,000 of those are Americans. 

Did You
Know?
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Passport: If your passport expires within 6 months 
of your trip out of the US, it could be considered 
invalid by some countries. So today, check the 
expiration date of your passport and the passports 
of everyone traveling with you.

Euro: It is helpful to leave the US with at least 300 
Euro; otherwise, you will have to exchange money 
as soon as you arrive in Europe. Some US banks 
need advance notice to obtain Euro for you. 

Time: In July, the time difference between New 
York and Munich will be +6 hours.

Transportation from the Munich Airport, Franz 
Josef Strauss (MUC), to the Westin Grand 
Arabellapark Hotel: We recommend that you take 
a cab, rather than the subway. It will cost about 65 
Euro. 

Westin vs. “West End”: There is an area in Munich called the “West End” (which is not close 
to our hotel). With language and accent issues, it is easy for a cab driver to misunderstand, and 
take you there. To avoid confusion, request the “Westin Grand Arabellapark Hotel”. 

Personal Safety in Europe: 
w You should carry official identification documents on your person at all times when you 

are in Europe. Always have your driver’s license and a photocopy of your passport with 
you.
w Your original passport, excess cash, credit cards not being carried, health insurance 

cards, valuables, and photocopies of the credit cards you are carrying should be left in 
your hotel safe or hotel safety deposit box. (See hotel safe details below.)
w A photocopy of your passport, credit cards, debit card, health insurance cards, and travel 

itinerary should be left with your family before you leave home.
w The photocopy of your passport, credit cards, debit card, health insurance cards, and 

travel itinerary that you are bringing with you to Europe should always be kept in a differ-
ent place from your originals. 
w When you arrive at the hotel, take a card from the front desk, which contains the name, 

address, and phone number of the hotel; write your name and room number on it, and 
keep the hotel card with your official identification documents on your person at all times.
w Watch your luggage, including handbags, camera bag/camera, purse, and wallet at all 

times.

Bavaria Bound Travel Tips
FDCC

* Mike, Marty, Carol Anne, Mills, Jenny and Mike in the Bavarian Alps
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w Hold on to your personal items at all times, especially in restaurants and bars; on buses, 
trams, subways and trains; and in crowded areas. 
w When withdrawing money from an ATM or putting away your wallet after using it, be 

aware that someone could be watching you.
w Consider leaving valuable jewelry at home for your personal safety and for the safety of 

your valuables. 
w The US Department of State suggests that you register your travel itinerary with them in 

case of an emergency at http://travel.state.gov 
w For the safety of children, some sort of ID should be attached to them. It should include 

the child’s name; your name and cell phone number; the name, address, and phone 
number of our hotel; and your hotel room number. (Google: “Velcro ID”. There are several 
companies that make bracelets and shoe ID labels that might be helpful.)

Munich Meeting Packing Tips:  
w One jacket and one bowtie for men; easily packable accompanying attire for ladies.
w “Business Casual” is the dress code for the rest of the meeting.
w Comfortable shoes are imperative. Cobblestone streets are difficult to navigate with any 

kind of heeled shoes, with the possible exception of wedged soles. 
w Pack layers of clothing, as the alpine weather is quite variable: a rain jacket, an umbrella, a 

lightweight layering item, sunglasses, sunscreen, and possibly a hat, as a sun protector.  
w Passport, drivers’ license, American Express card, VISA and/or MasterCard, debit card, 

health insurance cards, and travel itinerary (with photocopies of these, kept in a different 
place from your originals, and one full set left with someone at home), Euro.
w Prescription medicines (with photocopies of your prescriptions kept in a different place 

from your medicines), extra contact lenses, or anything you need that cannot be easily 
obtained in Europe. Always put these indispensible items in your carry-on luggage, along 
with a change or two of clothing.
w Camera, video camera, extra camera cards, cell phone with a European calling plan.
w Electrical adapters and/or converters (see below)
w Under-clothing travel money and passport pouch for added safety.
w A small LED flashlight would be helpful for walking around at night. It is a rather dark walk 

from the tram and subway back to the Westin.
w Most European churches enforce an entrance dress code. Bare shoulders, short skirts, 

and sometimes, shorts are not allowed. A scarf tucked in your purse or backpack is an 
easy remedy.  
w An extra duffle bag, folded in your suitcase, is a good thing to pack in case it is needed to 

bring purchases home.
w Power bars or packaged crackers can be quick energy sources or a substitute for break-

fast for early morning tours.

Electrical current: Check your electronic equipment to make sure it is compatible with Euro-
pean current. Most high-tech items (computers, cell phone chargers, etc.) will work with both US 
(110 v) and European current (220 v), although an adapter will be needed, so the US shaped 
plug will fit into the European socket. Some hair tools are made to work with European cur-
rent, but will still need to be plugged into an adapter so they can be plugged into the European 
socket. A converter changes the US current into European current. Sometimes, it does not work 
as well as you would wish. The Westin has a limited supply of adapters and converters so it is a 
good idea to bring what you will need.

Cell phones, Blackberries, and iPhones: Check with your provider to make sure you have a 
European plan. One can usually be added for a limited time period.  Each morning during the 
meeting, we intend to send you daily updates with important information via email. We will need 
your email information when you complete the Registration form. A cell phone number that can 
be used in Munich is also requested in case we need to reach you.
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Westin Grand Hotel Amenities: 
Air-Conditioning, Westin’s Heavenly Beds, flat screen TV, room safe and hair dryer

FYI: The Westin Grand’s room safe is covered by insurance in the amount of 3.500 Euro, 
cash in the amount of 800 Euro. The safe at the reception desk is covered by insurance in the 
amount of 25.000 Euro. 

Internet at the Westin:
w Internet fees are based on the room reservation type.

 
Tipping in Munich:
w At the Westin: If the bellman brings your luggage to your hotel room, 4 (four) Euro per 

bag is suggested.
w Room Housekeeper: 5 (five) Euro per day is suggested.
w In Munich restaurants and bars: 10% is considered nice. 

Westin Restaurants: 
w ZEN: Daily, Breakfast: 6:30 – 10:30am
  Lunch: 12:00 - 2:30pm
  Dinner: 6:30 – 11:00pm
w Paulaners: Monday to Friday: 11:00am – 11:00pm
  Saturday and Sunday: 5:00 – 11:00pm

Sheraton Restaurants (across the street):
w Sixty Six:  Daily, Breakfast: 6:30 – 10:30am
  Lunch: 12:00 – 2:30pm
  Dinner: 6:30pm – 12:00am
w Audrey’s: Monday – Friday 11:00am – 7:00pm

Westin Spa - Hours: Monday until Friday, 6:30am to 11:00pm; Saturday and Sunday, 7:30am 
to 11:00pm. Check the hotel website for detailed Spa information.

Westin Gym: Complimentary and open 24 hours a day.

Westin Pool: Complimentary and open 6:30am to 11:00pm (weekends: 7:30am to 11:00pm).

Transportation: Although the Westin is not located in the Old Town, and it is not possible to 
walk there, it is situated near a tram and a subway stop. You can purchase public transportation 
tickets for the tram and subway at the Westin’s Concierge Desk. Cabs are also readily available 
and the cost is approximately 15 Euro for a ride to the Old Town.

Car Rental Desk: There is a Sixt station on the garden floor of the Westin.

Parking Fee at the Westin: 2,50 Euro per hour; 20 Euro per day. Parking in the city is very dif-
ficult to find.

Doctor: There is a doctor on duty at the Sheraton across the street from the Westin.

Munich banks: Your passport is required to cash or exchange money if you go into a bank.  

ATM machines: If you wish to obtain cash at an ATM, you need to know your pin numbers, and 
if they work properly for the particular bankcards you are carrying. It is helpful to alert your bank 
that you will be traveling abroad. Be aware that someone could be watching you and noticing 
where you put your cash. 
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Coin-operated restrooms: Many public restrooms are coin-operated, so it is wise to keep 
small coins on hand. There is not always an easy place to find change when it is needed.

Bike and pedestrian sidewalk lanes: Munich has a very efficient pedestrian sidewalk and bike 
lane system. Pay attention when you are walking, especially, as you move across a bike lane to 
cross the street. Bikers are generally riding very fast and you be could easily hit if you step into 
their lane without looking.

Be On Time: Departure and arrival schedules in Europe are precise. Trams, buses, trains, etc. 
are known for leaving exactly on time. Our FDCC Activity buses will leave the Westin Grand on 
time. Please be ready and waiting ahead of our scheduled departure times so you will not be left 
behind!

Munich’s Rail System: 
w The Hauptbahnhof (Main Train Station) in Munich is located close to the Karlstor (gate) 

entrance into the Marienplatz. It is a large and interesting place to see even if you are 
not taking a train. There is a reasonable and good food court inside, and it even has 
a Starbucks. Water, drinks, and snacks can be purchased. It is wise to at least take 
some bottled water with you when you are traveling, as the trains vary in how they are 
equipped. 
w If you are planning to take a train to another city, and know your desired schedule, it 

will be easier to purchase your train ticket at the airport when you arrive in Munich, as 
there is a train ticket/information desk located in the airport. We found it to be much less 
crowded than the desk at the main train station.
w If you have purchased a train ticket for a Bavarian destination, that ticket can be used on 

the tram or subway to get you to and from the main station on that same day. You do not 
need another transportation ticket.
w Always allow extra time at the station to find the correct lane for your train as some of the 

lanes are located outside of the station. The trains literally pull out of the station precisely 
on time.

Bavarian purchases: This region is known for its hand-carved wooden items: Cuckoo clocks, 
nutcrackers, Christmas crèche figures, angels, and pyramids; Hummel and Goebel figurines; 
Dresden, Meissen, and Nymphenburg porcelain.

European purchases:
w Look for the official stamp or hallmark to make sure the item is authentic, and then make 

sure that you purchase the same item you have checked.  If the item is wrapped, make 
sure it is the same item you purchased.
w Save all of your receipts, as you will need them for your customs list.  You should also 

ask for a VAT form if the item is expensive.
w Outside markets tend to be less expensive than stores, but make sure you are buying 

“the real thing”.
w Some merchants will “dicker” with you on the price of an item. They depend on you to 

stay in business, so it never hurts to offer a lesser price.
w Often when traveling from city to city, you have to make quick decisions on whether to 

purchase or not. As you will probably not be back, if you really love it, you should prob-
ably buy it.
w Reputable stores can ship items to you. This service will save you from having to carry them 

home. Make sure you have the name, address, and telephone number of the store, the 
name of the person who helped you, the copy of the receipt, and all of the information you 
would need, should the item never arrive, or for some reason, you need to contact them.
w Each country has its own signature items (china, crystal, hand-carved wooden items, 

etc.) for sale. Stores, which are not located on the main streets, usually sell the same 
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items less expensively. If you have time before purchasing, walk the streets just off of the 
main street to see if the prices are reduced.
w Sometimes, you can find a good buy on items made in other countries as tourists are not 

looking for those things.
w Artists usually paint in the historic areas, if the weather is good. Often, these paintings 

are inexpensive, good renditions of the area’s sights. Usually, paintings on canvas can be 
rolled, and watercolors on paper can be laid flat in your suitcase.  

Other European travel tips:
w Most young people speak some English. They are usually eager to practice and are gen-

erally very helpful.
w At some restaurants, if a waiter seats you, you will be charged more than if you stand. 

You will notice that many Europeans stand at a bar to eat or drink a cup of coffee.
w If you do not like the taste of European coffee, usually, there is no extra charge for a hot 

chocolate or for a cappuccino. They tend to taste more like what we are accustomed to 
drinking. 
w Always ask, when checking into your hotel, if breakfast is included in your room rate. 

Some hotels include dinner as well.
w Before using a hotel room safe, you might ask the Receptionist if their room safe is se-

cure.  Most hotels do have a large safe or safety deposit box near the front desk that you 
can use. 
w Ask the Receptionist about tipping the housekeeper who cleans your room. Sometimes 

a tip is expected 
to be left each 
morning on your 
pillow.  
w There is usu-

ally an American 
Express office 
in the major 
European cit-
ies, which can 
be very helpful 
with anything 
you might need: 
travel help or 
information, tours 
of the city, lodg-
ing, train tickets, 
currency, etc. 
and they speak 
English.
w If you enjoy 

churches, go into 
those you pass 
along the way. 
Sometimes they 
have an unim-
pressive exterior, 
but are exquisite 
inside.
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Willkommen In München, Bayern, Deutschland! 
(Welcome To Munich, Bavaria, Germany!)

Activities for the Week

Saturday, July 24, 2010
10:00am – 2:00pm 
FDCC Registration

11:00am
“Hansel and Gretel Walk” 
Learn how to take the tram and the subway to the Marienplatz (St. Mary’s Square), the center of 
the Altstadt (Old Town). Having already purchased your ticket from the Concierge, meet a guide 
in the Lobby at 11:00am and walk together. If you just want to know where the stations are, but 
do not wish to actually go to the Marienplatz at this time, you will not need a ticket.  

2:00 – 5:00pm
Walking Tour of Munich 
Enjoy an informative and entertaining walk through the heart of Munich’s beautiful Altstadt (Old 
Town). The city’s colorful 850 years of history will be discussed, as you stop at various historic 
sights along the way, including the Odeonsplatz; the Hofgarten; the Marienplatz, with its most 
famous Glockenspiel, the Viktualienmarket; and more. Knowledge of the history of the Altstadt 
will make your visit to Munich so much more valuable. This tour will leave from the Westin and 
return there, using public transportation, so that you can learn the procedure.  
Tour fee includes: an English-speaking guide, public transportation tickets (to and from the city 
center), and gratuity. 
Adults: $32; Children (11 and under): $28

* Englischer Garten* Justizpalast
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2:00 – 5:00pm
Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich
Mike’s Bike Tour takes you to Munich’s important historical sights. You will 
ride along main avenues with special bike lanes, across impressive squares, 
through quaint neighborhoods, and into Munich’s famous Englischer Garten, 
the biggest municipal park in Europe. This is a wonderful way to experience 
and learn about Munich. Frequent stops are taken to discuss the city’s rich 
and fascinating history. 
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from the Marienplatz, an English-
speaking guide, 1 bottle of water, and gratuity. Helmets are NOT provided.  
Adults: $74; Children (13 and under): $63 (There will be no charge for 
children 0 – 4, if riding in a child’s seat behind a parent.)

6:00 – 7:00pm
Willkommen in Bayern (Welcome to Bavaria) Reception
Welcome one and all to Bavaria for the first ever FDCC meeting on the  
continent of Europe! Come and share your travel tales and Bavarian plans. 
Attire: Casual

Sunday, July 25, 2010
10:00am – 2:00pm
FDCC Registration

11:00am
“Hansel and Gretel Walk”
(See description from Saturday, July 24.)

2:00 – 5:00pm
Walking Tour of Munich
(See description from Saturday, July 24.)

2:00 – 5:00pm
Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich
(See description from Saturday, July 24.)

2:00 – 5:30pm
Tour of KZ Gedenkstätte Dachau (Dachau Concentration Camp  
Memorial Site)  
In 1933, the first Nazi concentration camp was established in the quiet medi-
eval town of Dachau, just outside of Munich. Two hundred thousand people 
from all over Europe were imprisoned in the camp and an estimated thirty 
thousand perished within its confines. In 1945, United States military forces 
liberated the prisoners of Dachau and ended the horrors that had taken place 
there. The camp was first opened to the public in 1965 as a place of remem-
brance. It has become one of the most visited memorial sites in Europe. Your 
guided tour will begin with a 22-minute documentary film.
Distance from Munich: about 30 km 
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from Dachau, an English-speaking 
guide, and gratuity.  
Adults and Children: $60.00 (This tour is not suitable for children under 14)

* Marienplatz

* Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady) from the Alter Peter

* Mike’s Bike Tour
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6:00 – 7:00pm
Better in Bavaria Reception
Gather with your friends and share your day’s experiences of “Better in Bavaria”!  
Attire: Casual  

6:30 – 10:00pm
“A Bavarian Evening” at the Hofbräuhaus, with dinner and entertainment
Join us in the beautiful, historic festival hall on the upper floor of the world-famous 
Hofbräuhaus for an evening of Bavarian dining and entertainment. In 1589, Duke 
Wilhelm V of Bavaria founded the Hofbräuhaus as a private brewery to serve the 
needs of the royal household. In 1828, at the bequest of King Ludwig I, the Hof-
bräuhaus opened its doors to the public. Its popularity grew rapidly. The festival 
hall dates back to 1897, and features a large, vaulted ceiling with frescos of Bavar-
ian coat of arms. Along the walls, very old charter flags of Bavaria’s administrative 
districts flank the arched windows. Although the large hall will not be exclusively 
ours, we will be seated together as a group. While enjoying a delicious full Bavar-
ian buffet dinner, we will be entertained by the Hofbräuhaus Brass Band; tradi-
tional Bavarian Schuhplattlers (Shoe Slapping Dancers), performing authentic folk 
dances; singing yodelers; alpen horn blowers; and cowbell ringers, all of whom 
are dressed in their charming traditional Bavarian clothing. If you have never seen 
or heard Edelweiss played on cowbells, this is your chance! It is the best way that 
we know of to experience Old World traditional Bavarian folk culture. Because this 
event is held on an upper floor, above the main floor Bierhalle and entrance to the 
room is limited to those who have made a reservation in advance, it should be a 

family-friendly event. After the entertainment upstairs has ended, some of you may wish to stay 
on the main floor or in the Biergarten for continuing fun and fellowship.
Attire: Casual
Event Fee includes: Coach transfer to and from the Hofbräuhaus; an English-speaking guide; 
a full Bavarian buffet dinner; Bavarian entertainment; 2 beers (1litre each), or 3 glasses of wine 
and 1 soft drink or water; and gratuity. 
Adults: $96; Children (10 and under): $80

Monday, July 26, 2010
8:00am – 4:00pm
FDCC Registration

9:00am – 12:00pm
Spouse and Guest Tour of the Residenz (Residence)
The Residenz, first opened to the public in 1920, just two years after the depo-
sition of King Ludwig III, is one of the finest palace museums in Europe. From 
1508 to 1918, this in-town fortress was the palace home of the Wittelsbach family 
dynasty, Bavaria’s Dukes and Kings, who had chosen Munich as the seat of the 
Bavarian monarchy. In 1385, a Neuveste (New Fortress) was built on this site. The 
foundation walls and basement vaults of the early building still exist. During the 
many years of their reign, the Wittelsbach royalty continued to adapt, modernize, 
and expand the Residenz. A guide will take you through representative rooms, 
halls, chapels, and apartments. You will see the Antiquarium (Hall of Antiquities), 
constructed from 1568 -1571, for the antique collection of Albrecht V, an avid col-

lector of antiquities. It is the largest secular Renaissance ceremonial hall north of the Alps. The 
Schatzkammer (Treasury) was also built for Albrecht V. It houses the crown jewels of the Wittel-

* Hofbräuhaus Bavarian Cow Bell Ringers 

* Hofbräuhaus

* Residenz Entrance
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sbach family and other objects of art, including antique royal jewels, crowns, swords, goldsmith 
works, goblets, ivories, and crystals. This collection is one of the most important in the world 
and spans over 1000 years, from the Middle Ages to Classicism. 
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from the Residenz, an English-speaking guide, en-
trance fee for the Residenz Museum and the Treasure Chamber, and gratuity.
Adults: $68; Children (17 and under): $54 

12:30 – 5:15pm
Tour of Schloss Nymphenburg (Nymph’s Castle) and Marstallmuseum  
(Carriage Museum), including lunch at the Schlosswirtschaft Schwaige 
In 1675, this beautiful palace, in the western part of the city, was built as a summer residence 
for the royal family of Bavaria, and until 1918, was enjoyed as such by the Wittelsbach mon-
archs. Throughout the 18th century, this summer palace was extended by a succession of 
Bavarian rulers. It contains some of the most remarkable Rococo architecture in Europe. Formal 
gardens and large ponds, adorned with fountains and swans, enhance the picturesque setting 
for the palace and it surrounding buildings. You will see where King Ludwig II was born and 
where, as a young lad, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart gave one of his early concerts. Currently, it is 
the home and chancery for the head of the house of Wit-
telsbach, Franz, Duke of Bavaria, who was born in 1933. 
You will visit the Marstallmuseum, which contains elegant 
coaches, carriages, and sleighs that once belonged to 
the Bavarian rulers. There is also a beautiful exhibit of the 
Nymphenburg Porcelain collection.  
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from Schloss 
Nymphenburg; an English-speaking guide; entrance 
fee for Schloss Nymphenburg and the Marstallmuseum; 
lunch, which includes 1 drink and 1 coffee; and gratuity.
Adults: $117; Children (11 and under, with a child’s 
meal): $62

2:00 - 5:00pm
Walking Tour of Munich
(See description from Saturday, July 24.)

2:00 - 5:00pm
Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich
(See description from Saturday, July 24.)

6:00 – 7:00pm
International Reception
Your presence is requested at our International Recep-
tion, where we will celebrate being International visitors in 
Bavaria!   
Attire: Business Casual

7:00pm
International Dinner
We are all International folk at this meeting! This din-
ner, always open to anyone who would like to attend, 
is always interesting and fun. Make your reservation by 
signing up on the Registration form.  
Attire: Business Casual

* Schloss Nymphenburg

* Schloss Nymphenburg Gartens
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7:00pm
Diversity Dinner
If you are a member of the Diversity Committee, “flying solo” at the meeting, or wish to enjoy the 
company of old friends and make new ones, you are welcome to join this group for an evening 
of fun and fellowship. Make your reservation by signing up on the Registration form.
Attire: Business Casual

7:00pm 
Dine-Around Munich
Make plans to have dinner in one of the many wonderful restaurants in Munich. (See the restau-
rant list in this brochure.) If possible, take time to wander through the Altstadt (Old Town) before 
or after dinner, to enjoy the sights and sounds of the Marienplatz, where street musicians enter-

tain visitors and residents alike, and the night is alive with an energy all of its own.

Tuesday, July 27, 2010
Fellowship Day! 
Join your Federation friends and celebrate the beauty and natural wonders of 
Bavaria!

7:30am – 6:15pm
Tour of Schloss Neuschwanstein and the town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen
Visit one of the most famous and precious jewels of Bavaria, King Ludwig II’s dream 
castle, Schloss Neuschwanstein. It was built at enormous expense from 1868 to 
1892. With the Alps as a backdrop, the castle is elegantly positioned on an outcrop 
of rock, towering over a gorge in the River Pollat. In 1886, just seven weeks after 
the eccentric King’s death, the castle was opened to the public. Even though King 
Ludwig paid for his extravagant castles with his own personal royal family funds and 
not with money from the state coffers, Bavaria was not spared from financial fallout. 
Ironically however, his lavish castles, which left him in financial ruin, have become 
extremely profitable to Bavaria, as they draw millions of visitors each year. Schloss 
Neuschwanstein is his most famous castle and has become an icon of Bavaria. 
(Since we have just been to Disney World, it has been said that Cinderella’s Castle 
was built to resemble Schloss Neuschwanstein.) You may take a horse drawn car-
riage up the hill to the castle or enjoy the beautiful walk.
After stopping for lunch, you will enjoy the town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 
Originally, two rivers separated these two villages. Garmisch, the older of the two 
villages, was mentioned as early as the 9th century; Partenkirchen is 300 years 
younger. They were conjoined one year before the 1936 Olympic Winter Games, 
and thus, became the best-known winter sports center in Germany. The modern 
Olympic Ski Jump Complex is an amazing state of the art facility. Both parts of the 
charming town have many houses with characteristically painted facades. It is also 
the closest alpine town to Munich, located at the foot of the Alps, and has access 
to the highest German mountain, the Zugspitze, at 2.962 meters. You may take a 
fascinating guided tour of the Olympic Ski Jump Complex or stroll around the town 
and do a little shopping, if you wish. (Pictures on pages 4 & 5)
Distance to Neuschwanstein from Munich: about 125 km 

Distance from Garmisch-Partenkirchen to Munich: about 90 km
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to Neuschwanstein and from Garmisch-Partenkirchen; an 
English-speaking guide; a horse drawn carriage ride up the hill; entrance fee for a guided 

* Olympic Ski Jump

* Ludwig with Bischofshof Bier

* Courtyard of Bischofshof am Dom
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tour of Schloss 
Neuschwanstein; 
lunch, including 2 
drinks; 1 bottle of water 
or soft drink in the 
coach; a guided tour of 
the Olympic Ski Jump; 
and gratuity.  
Adults: $164; Children 
(11 and under,  
including a child’s 
meal): $128

9:00am – 5:30pm
Tour of the town of 
Regensburg, with 
lunch at the Bischof-
shof am Dom
Regensburg is a me-
dieval town located at 
the northernmost part 
of the Danube River. 
Amazingly, its first 
settlements date back 
to the Stone Age. In 179, a Roman fortress was built where the Altstadt (Old Town) currently 
stands. These Roman city wall foundations can still be seen today. From 530 to 1250, Re-
gensburg was the capital of Bavaria. The city is most famous for its Steinerne Brücke (The 
Stone Bridge) that was built from 1135 to 1146. This stone bridge opened international trade 
routes between northern Europe and Venice, and started Regensburg’s golden age as a city 
of wealthy trading families. Regensburg became the cultural center of Southern Germany. 
The town contains 1200 original buildings, and of the 40 Patrician towered houses that were 
built, 25 still remain. On your tour, you will see the Roman Steinerne Brücke; the magnificent 
Bavarian Gothic cathedral, Dom Sankt Peter, with its double spires, and gorgeous stained 
glass windows; the Patrician houses, most with their original towers; and the Porta Praeto-
ria, which is a stone gate that was built by the Romans, as an entrance into the city through 
the wall fortifications. You will walk through this ancient gate and up some steps to enter the 
lovely courtyard of the Bischofshof am Dom where a delightful lunch will be provided. The 
Bischofshof is located in the heart of the Altstadt of Regensburg and sits in the shadow of 
the Cathedral. Our own Fritz Seitz, who is originally from Regensburg and has helped us 
arrange this day, will accompany you on the trip. He is a good friend of the owners of the 
Bischofshof am Dom, Monika and Herbert Schmalhofer. Mr. Schmalhofer went to cooking 
school with Wolfgang Puck, and for many years, was the cook for the court of the Count 
of Thurn and Taxis. You will be impressed with the Bischofshof’s location, ambiance, and 
food. Their beer is also outstanding, as they have their own brewery. After lunch, you will 
have time to wander though the medieval town and enjoy some shopping. Walk down to the 
ancient bridge, which still spans the Danube, enjoy the view of the river. Try to imagine all of 
the history that has occurred in that very place.  (Additional pictures on page 20) 
Distance: about 124 km from Munich.
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from Regensburg; an English-speaking guide; 1 
bottle of water or soft drink in the coach; lunch at Bischofshof am Dom, including 2 drinks 
and gratuity.
Adults: $134; Children (11 and under, including a child’s meal): $122

* Regensburg on the Danube
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9:30am – 6:30pm
Tour of Chiemsee (Lake Chiem), including a Tour of 
Schloss Herrenchiemsee
Chiemsee, also known as the Bavarian Sea, is the largest 
and most scenic lake in Bavaria. It is loved for its beautiful 
water, its gorgeous view of the Alps, and its two islands, 
the Fraueninsel and the Herreninsel. A ferryboat will carry 
you around the lake and to each of the islands. On the 
Fraueninsel, the smaller of the two islands, there is an 
active, lovely Benedictine Convent, which was founded 
in 782. On the Herreninsel, a Benedictine Abbey was 
founded in 765, but the original group of Benedictine 
monks was moved from the island. The buildings were 
changed over the years, but parts of the original Abbey 
still can be seen today. This island is best known for the 
Royal Palace, Schloss Herrenchiemsee, which was com-
missioned by King Ludwig II and built from 1878 – 1885. 
It is Neo-Baroque in style and serves as a monument to 
King Ludwig II’s adoration of King Louis XIV of France. 
The palace is a replica of the central section of the Palace 
of Versailles in France, although some of its features are 
actually grander in scale and the castle contains more 
“modern” amenities. Schloss Herrenchiemsee’s Hall of 
Mirrors is larger than the one in Versailles and is incred-
ibly beautiful. Many French visitors come to admire its 
Ambassador’s Staircase, since the Versailles’ equivalent 
was demolished in 1752. The gardens are lovely and are 
also based on the gardens of Versailles. After your ferry-
boat ride to Herreninsel, you may either ride in a carriage 

or walk to Schloss Herrenchiemsee. You will tour the palace and then depart by ferryboat to the 
Fraueninsel, where you will have a leisurely lunch at a Biergarten, situated idyllically beside the 
lake. After lunch, there will be time for walking around the island through the lovely Benedictine 
Convent grounds before taking the ferryboat back to the shore. (Additional picture on page 3)  
Distance: about 90 km from Munich.
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from Chiemsee; an English-speaking guide; 1 bottle 
of water or soft drink in the coach; a ferryboat trip on Chiemsee to Herreninsel; a horse car-
riage ride one-way to Schloss Herrenchiemsee; entrance fee for the palace; a ferryboat to the 
Fraueninsel; lunch at a Biergarten, including 2 drinks and gratuity; and a ferryboat ride back to 
the shore.
Adults: $149; Children (11 and under, including a child’s meal): $130

7:30pm
And “Let the Fellowship Continue” at the Augustiner Keller!
Not ready for Fellowship Day to end? It doesn’t have to! Come to the Lobby 
and join us in a “Hansel and Gretel Walk” to the Augustiner Keller for a 
“Dutch Treat” dinner. We will share our stories of Fellowship Day in the Ba-
varian countryside! No reservations are needed.  
Attire: “Come As You Are”!

* Chiemsee

* Chiemsee
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Wednesday, July 28, 2010
6:30 – 10:00am
FDCC Voucher Breakfast begins.
Women Members’ tables will be reserved.
(If you are going on the Spouse and Guest morning tour, please allow plenty of time to have 
breakfast.)

9:30am – 12:00pm
Spouse and Guest Tour of Porzellanmanufaktur Nymphenburg (Nymphenburg Porcelain 
Factory)
Our private tour of the Nymphenburg Porcelain Factory is an exciting treat for us. Tours of this 
facility are limited, due to the fact that they interfere with the concentration of the working art-
ists. In 1745, Maximilian III Joseph, Prince-Elector of Bavaria, decreed the establishment of 
manufacturing companies in order to bail out state 
finances. Efforts to manufacture porcelain began 
in 1747, but were not successful until 1754. Two 
years later, painting the porcelain in colors was 
successfully accomplished. In 1761, the newly be-
gun Bavarian porcelain factory was moved into a 
building on the grounds of Schloss Nymphenburg, 
and the art of making and painting exquisite fine 
porcelain entirely by hand has continued there 
since that time. You may recognize the distinctive 
Nymphenburg seal on the bottom of the porcelain, 
with its beautiful Bavarian white and blue crest.  
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from 
Schloss Nymphenburg, an English-speaking 
guide, a private guided tour of the porcelain fac-
tory, and gratuity.
Adults: $125

8:00am – 4:00pm
FDCC Registration

12:30 – 4:00pm
Tour of the Justizpalast (Palace of Justice), including lunch at a restaurant near the 
Justizpalast
You are invited for a special tour of the Justizpalast, where the Bavarian Department of Justice 
and the District Court I of Munich are currently housed.  Diagonally across the street from the 
Karlstor, one of the three remaining city gates, stands one of the best-known architectural land-
marks in Munich. A palatial courthouse and administrative building, the Justizpalast, was built 
between 1890-1897, as an example of Neo-Baroque architecture. The building’s novelty, at the 
time of its construction, was its vast steel and glass dome (67 m), which acts as a skylight for 
the building’s interior. The main grand hall and stairway, beneath the dome, are architecturally 
impressive and contain a wealth of detail in their design. This tour will include some background 
information about German law. (Picture on page 16)  
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from the Justizpalast; an English-speaking guide with 
some knowledge of German law; lunch at a restaurant near the Justizpalast, including 2 drinks; 
and gratuity.  
Adults: $104

* The Ratskeller
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4:30 – 6:00pm 
New Members’ Reception and Orientation (invitation only)

5:30 - 10:30pm
Children and Youth Dinner and Program

6:00 – 10:00pm
Old World President’s Reception at Prunkhof, with the President’s Dinner 
at the Ratskeller
After arriving in the Marienplatz, we will walk through the main front gate 
of the Neues Rathaus, into the Old World Gothic and gargoyled courtyard, 
Prunkhof, for a reception in honor of our FDCC President Mike and First Lady 
Jenny Lucey. When it is time for dinner, we will move into the Ratskeller where 
traditional Bavarian specialties will be served for our enjoyment. The Ratskel-
ler, opened in 1874, is one of Munich’s oldest and most renowned restaurants. 
It is adorned with beautifully painted ceilings and fascinating Bavarian décor. 
Every room is a fantasy of Old World Bavarian charm. This enchanted evening 
of fellowship and merriness will be an unforgettable night for all of us!  
Coach transfers from the Westin will begin at 6:00pm.  
Attire: Jacket, no tie for men; Dressy attire for ladies. 
Please remember, ladies, that the cobblestone streets and courtyard can 
make even low-heeled shoes a challenge.

Thursday, July 29, 2010
6:30 – 10:00am
FDCC Voucher Breakfast

9:30 – 10:30am
Spouse and Guest Morning Hospitality with First Lady Jenny Lucey
All are welcome to join Jenny Lucey, Ann Cordell, Jan Neil, Gretchen Barney, and Carol Anne 
Gallivan for coffee and fellowship.  

10:00am – 1:00pm
FDCC Registration

10:30am  - 12:00pm
FDCC Book Club
Susan Maidment will lead our Book Club discussion of New Lives, by Ingo Schultz. Whether you 
have read the book selection or not, you are always encouraged to come and enjoy the interest-
ing exchange of views.  

12:30 – 4:30pm
Tour of Alte Pinakothek and Schwabing, including lunch at a restaurant in Schwabing 
After having lunch in the trendy Schwabing district, you will have a guided tour of the Alte Pina-
kothek. This museum of art is one of the oldest and most famous in the world, and is known for 
its impressive collection of Old Masters’ paintings. The history of its collection goes back to the 
Renaissance when Wilhelm IV (ruled 1508 – 1550) decided to adorn his residence with historic 
paintings. His successors were equally avid art collectors, so by the 18th century, an outstand-
ing collection of 14th to 18th century paintings had been amassed. The museum has over 800 
paintings on display. Among them are numerous well-known European masterpieces. This 

* The Ratskeller Door
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superb and extensive collection makes it possible to explore the development of the art of paint-
ing from the Middle Ages through the end of the Rococo era. After the tour, there will be time to 
explore Schwabing, with its boutiques, cafes, restaurants, and the Englischer Garten. Since the 
end of the 19th century, this area has been known as a bohemian district and a favorite place 
for writers, artists, and students to live and mingle.  
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from Schwabing; an English-speaking guide; entrance fee 
for the Alte Pinakothek; lunch at a restaurant in Schwabing, with 2 drinks per person; and gratuity. 
Adults: $113; Children (11 and under, with a child’s meal): $87

12:30 – 5:00pm
Tour of Schloss Nymphenburg and the Marstallmuseum, in-
cluding lunch at the Schlosswirtschaft Schwaige 
(See description from Monday, July 26.  Notice that the return time 
for Thursday is 5:00pm, instead of 5:15pm on Monday.)

5:00 – 11:00pm
The Ultimate Theme Party at Bayerische Motoren Werke (Ba-
varian Motor Works) Museum and BMW Welt (World)
Dress up like your favorite racecar driver and get ready to “Start your 
engines!” Our exciting theme party evening begins with a delicious 
and expansive Bavarian buffet in the Westin’s Ballroom. Buses will 
then depart to take you to the newly renovated and extended BMW 
Museum (1973, reconstructed and reopened in 2008) and the newly 
completed BMW Welt (2007). Upon your arrival, a reception will be 
held on the ground floor of the museum. Car enthusiasts and even car 
dummies will be absolutely fascinated with the innovative and artistic 
display of historic BMW cars, motorcycles, and future prototypes of 
the next millennium. The museum highlights “the present as the future 
of our past, and as the past of our future”. In 1916, BMW started 
manufacturing airplane engines in Munich. The production of motorcy-
cles was their next endeavor and the company began making cars in 
1934. The rest is history. The famous double kidney grill and the BMW 
white and blue roundel (colors of the Bavarian flag) are the icons, 
recognized all over the world, as symbolizing the “Ultimate Driving 
Machines”. Walk around the bowl-shaped building (reminiscent of the 
Guggenheim Museum in New York) and marvel at the 120 exhibits, 
which demonstrate the horizons of “transport technology”. The round 
museum, situated beside the “Four- Cylinder Engine” skyscraper 
of the BMW Headquarters (1973), has a huge round BMW logo on the roof, which can be seen 
for miles from the air. After enjoying the museum, the next treat that awaits you in this complex 
of architectural wonders is…The BMW Welt! Walk along the path to enter this incredible modern 
architectural masterpiece, which houses BMW’s European Delivery Center. It also has their new-
est cars on display, as well as interactive stages which feature BMW’s cutting-edge car and engine 
technology. To end our Ultimate Theme Party evening, a dessert party will be awaiting you upon 
your return to the Westin in the Ballroom Foyer.
Attire: Dress like your favorite racecar driver, a pit crew member, or an avid fan. 
The schedule for the evening:
5:00 – 6:30pm:  Bavarian Dinner in the Westin’s Ballroom
6:00pm:  Buses begin departure for the BMW Museum and Welt
6:30 – 10:00pm:  Reception at the Museum on the ground floor (Museum rules restrict drink  
 consumption to the designated  area on the ground floor.)
9:00pm:  Buses begin departure for the Westin
9:30 – 11:00pm:  Dessert Party in the Westin’s Ballroom Foyer

* Bayerische Motoren Werke

Mills, Carol Anne and Ludwig, cruisin’ in München
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Friday, July 30, 2010
6:30 – 10:00am
FDCC Voucher Breakfast

12:30 – 5:00pm
Tour of Kloster Andechs, with lunch on the outside terrace and a beer tasting
On the top of Heiliger Berg (Holy Mountain), with a scenic view over the Ammersee and the 
foothills of the Alps, sits Kloster Andechs, a Benedictine Monastery, founded in 1455 by Wit-
telsbach Duke Albrecht III. From its earliest beginnings, the physical comfort of its guests was 
a theme very close to the heart of the Benedictine Monks. Proof exists that beer was being 
brewed at Andechs in the Middle Ages and beer has continued to be brewed there since that 
time. Over the years, the recipes have been perfected and the process of brewing beer had 
been refined. So, in the Benedictine and the Bavarian tradition of hospitality, excellent beer, and 
fellowship, you will enjoy a lovely relaxing afternoon in the countryside. The tour will take you 
through the beautiful church, and during lunch, you will have the opportunity to learn more about 
German beer, in general, and Kloster Andechs beer, specifically, with its different colors and 
tastes. Our own Ed Nielsen contends that Kloster Andechs brews the best beer in the world, 
and he will be there to enjoy it with you!  

Distance: about 60 km 
from Munich.  
Tour fee includes: Coach 
transfer to and from Kloster 
Andechs, an English-
speaking guide, 1 bottle of 
water in the coach, lunch 
with 2 drinks, a beer  
tasting, and gratuity.
Adults: $119; Children 
(15 and under, including a 
child’s dish, without beer 
tasting): $95

12:30 – 6:00pm
Mountain Hiking in the 
Alps, with a boxed lunch 
and a drink stop along 
the way 
Bavarians tend to be 
very “sportive”, due to the 
proximity of the gorgeous 
mountains and surround-
ing lakes. The most popu-
lar summer sport in this 

region is mountain hiking. If the mountains are calling you, join your favorite hiking buddies and 
embrace the Bavarian mountain hiking spirit! Fitness level: moderate, not strenuous.
Distance: about 60 km from Munich.
Tour includes: Coach transfer to and from the mountains; an English-speaking guide; a boxed 
lunch, with 1 water on the coach; 2 drinks on the hike; and gratuity.
Adults: $89

* Kloster Andechs Biergarten
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2:00 – 5:00pm
Biking along the River Isar, with a stop at a Biergarten along the way
Enjoy your Friday afternoon by taking a nice, relaxing bike ride along the banks of the River 
Isar. There are bike trails on the banks that parallel the river and provide a lovely, scenic ride. 
The group will be divided into two levels, very easy and moderately easy. Along the way, you will 
take a break and stop at a Biergarten to enjoy a beer and a pretzel. What a great way to spend 
a summer afternoon in Bavaria!  
Tour fee includes: Coach transfer to and from the Isartor, an English-speaking guide, 1 bottle of 
water, 1 beer and 1 pretzel at a Biergarten, and gratuity.  
Adults: $84; Children (13 and under): $75 (There will be no charge for children 0 – 4, if riding in 
a child’s seat behind a parent - Helmets will NOT be provided.)

6:30 – 11:00pm
Children and Youth Dinner and Program
There will be planned activities for children, age 4 to 15. Young people, who are 16 and above, 
may attend the Ball.

7:00 – 7:30pm
Cocktail Reception before the Ball
Attire: Coat and bowtie for men; Evening attire for ladies

7:30 - 11:30pm
Bowtie Bavarian Ball
Join us for our traditional final evening’s Dinner Dance, but with a twist! To celebrate our spec-
tacular European week together, you are invited to a Bowtie Bavarian Ball. Gentlemen, don your 
favorite bowtie (or if you do not have one, even your black tuxedo bowtie will work). Tying les-
sons will be available from Mills upon request. With tales to tell and good times to share, we will 
end our once-in-a-lifetime “Ultimate Federation Experience” in Bavaria in style. After an elegant 
candlelight dinner, we will dance the night away to the sounds of Da Capo, and have a Ball! 
Attire: Coat and bowtie for men; Evening attire for ladies

Saturday, July 31, 2010
6:30 – 10:00am
FDCC Voucher Breakfast
Dankeschön and Auf Wiedersehen to our friends and beautiful Bavaria!
As we wonder how a week could possibly pass by so quickly, we thank all of you, our special 
FDCC friends, for sharing your summer meeting time with us in beautiful Bavaria. Our “Ultimate 
Federation Experience” has, indeed, been an “Ultimate Federation Experience”! We truly ap-
preciate your trust, support, and enthusiasm. To all of you who helped us plan and execute this 
meeting, in ways, both great and small, we owe you a huge debt of gratitude, for your assis-
tance has been invaluable. We hope that your Bavarian adventures this past week will become 
wonderful and truly unforgettable memories. Travel safely home. Auf Wiedersehen, liebe Freun-
de der Föderation.  

Mike and Jenny     Mills and Carol Anne 
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Monday, July 26
EARLY CLE

SUBSTANTIVE LAW SECTION SESSIONS
  
8:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.
BLOCKBUSTER SECTION MEETING: Class Action and Multidistrict Litigation Section, 
Premises and Security Liability Section, Products Liability Section, Toxic Tort, and Envi-
ronmental Law Section, and Transportation Section
“Lessons we Learn the Hard Way-Have you prepared your client for every contingency when 
disaster strikes?”

In the wake of a catastrophic disaster, being aware of the common issues that arise and having 
a well-reasoned plan of action can save your client from jeopardizing its position in the certain 
future litigation, as well as, save you from the many headaches stemming from complex litiga-
tion.  During this session, join a distinguished panel of litigators and corporate representatives 
who will discuss: 

w	Prevention and preparation for catastrophic cases at the corporate level;
w Suggestions on how to properly handle potential problems that may arise in the related 

litigation; and
w Cooperation with governmental agencies in an effort to avoid further liability exposure.

Presenters:

w Walter Dukes, Dukes, Dukes, Keating, Faneca, PA; Gulfport, MS
w Gray T. Culbreath, Collins and Lacy; Columbia, SC 
w Kenneth Corwin, SEA Limited; Columbus, OH
w Sam Sudler, SEA Limited; Baltimore, MD

BLOCKBUSTER SECTION MEETING:  Alternative Dispute Resolution Section, Reinsur-
ance, Excess and Surplus Lines Section, and Insurance Coverage Section

“Reinsurance Markets in a Global Economy”

Although reinsurance may best be conceptualized as insurance for insurance companies, indi-
vidual markets differ with regard to aspects of the reinsurer/insurer relationship and the manner 
in which reinsurance disputes are resolved.  Nuances of the Bermuda, Munich, and London 
markets will be presented in the context of recent developments and trends in order to offer 
insight as to the future of these markets in our global economy. 

Going Global
Taking Client Service to a New Level:CLE

FDCC Annual Meeting
Munich - 2010
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Presenters:

w Thomas N. Leidell, Tokio Millennium Re Ltd; Hamilton, Bermuda
w Dr. Thomas Fausten, Swiss Re Germany AG; Munich, Germany
w Stephen L. Carter, Carter Perry Bailey; London, England
w Michael T. Glascott, Goldberg Segalla LLP; Buffalo, NY

9:15 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.  Individual Section Business Meetings

EARLY CLE 

PLENARY PROGRAM

10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
“Old World Solutions to New World Litigation Problems – International Perspectives on Manag-
ing, Measuring, and Enhancing the Representation of Clients in a Global Economy”

This highly qualified international panel will discuss European and American perspectives on a 
topic that is foremost in the minds of both outside counsel and corporate legal departments: how 
to intelligently and effectively manage litigation and contain its cost.  Topics will include alterna-
tives to the billable hour, the use of metrics to measure effectiveness, and how differences in the 
litigation systems of Europe and the US inevitably lead to differences in litigation strategy.

Presenters:

w	William E. Vita, Westerman, Ball, Ederer, Miller & Sharfstein, LLP; Mineola, NY
w	Kieran W. Cowhey, Dillon Eustace; Dublin, Ireland
w	Jorge Angell, L. C. Rodrigo Abogados; Madrid, Spain
w	Deborah D. Kuchler, Kuchler Polk Schnell Weiner & Richeson, LLC; New Orleans, LA

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
“The Great Health Care Debate at Home and Abroad – Legal and Cultural Impact”

This panel from various countries will address the issues or health care, privacy, medical mal-
practice issues, and other health-related issues in a forum designed to generate questions and 
compare and contrast different health delivery systems and diverse legal processes. Our panel 
of experts brings many years of experience and analysis of differing systems in an increasingly 
shrinking world community.

Hosted by the Appellate Law Section, Civil Rights and Public Entity Liability Section, Drug 
Device & Biotechnology, Employment Practices and Workplace Liability Section, Healthcare 
Practice Section, and Life, Health, and Disability 

Panel Moderator: Joseph M. Fasi,II, Gonzalez, Saggio & Harlan LLP, Milwaukee, WI

Presenters:

w	Amy E. Kempfert, Best & Sharp, Inc., PC; Tulsa, OK
w	Robert F. Hungerford, Robert Hungerford Law Corporation, Hungerford Tomyn Lawren-

son and Nichols; Vancouver, BC
w	Dr. Michael Lauterbach, Heuking Kühn Lüer Wojtek; Munich, Germany
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Wednesday, July 28
SUBSTANTIVE LAW SECTION SESSIONS

8:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.
BLOCKBUSTER SECTION MEETING: Management, Economics and Technology of 
Practice Section
“If We Only had a System like the Europeans — A Comparison of EU and USA Methodologies 
for Computing and Litigating Economic Losses in Personal Injury Matters”  

Any catastrophic case requires an analysis of various categories of economic loss which may 
include a loss of financial support, impaired earning capacity, loss of household services, and 
the cost of future care.  The approaches in the EU and the USA are remarkably similar in some 
ways and remarkably different in others.  Each continent can learn something from the other.   
We will compare methodologies and sources and how they are used to arrive at results that can 
be defended.

Presenters:

w	Craig S. Neckers, Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge, P.C.; Grand Rapids, MI
w	Dr. Wolfgang Nockelmann, Partner, Aderhold Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft GmbH (part of 

RoelfsPartner Group) and Director, Baker Tilly Germany, GmbH; Dortmund, Germany
w	Howard Zandman, CPA/CFF, CFFA, Habif, Arogetti & Wynne, LLP; Atlanta, GA

BLOCKBUSTER SECTION MEETING:  Commercial Litigation Section, Financial Services 
Subsection, Corporate Counsel Section, Extra-Contractual Liability Section, and  
Construction Section
“’We Really Don’t Like Surprises’ – Anatomy of Case Assessment: Early, Ongoing, and End-
game”

A panel of senior in-house counsel and defense counsel will discuss the importance of accurate, 
complete, and ongoing case assessment in litigation. This interactive session will offer practi-
cal tools, tips, and techniques designed to assist both defense counsel and in-house counsel in 
dealing with the “internal” client, including:

w	Equipping in-house counsel in dealing with the concerns of the company’s business 
leaders and interests (e.g, financial, public relations, safety, employment);

w	Assisting in-house counsel in setting adequate reserves and budgets early;
w	Avoiding the “communication gap” between outside counsel and in-house counsel in the 

event the case takes unexpected and unwanted twists and turns; 
w	Delivering the “bad” news to the client as early and as objectively as possible;
w	Avoiding a “surprise ending” at mediation or trial.

Presenters:

w	Michael Bonasso, Flaherty, Sensabaugh & Bonasso, PLLC; Charleston, WV
w	Leslie C. O’Toole, Ellis & Winters, LLP; Raleigh, NC
w	James M. Campbell, Campbell Campbell Edwards & Conroy; Boston, MA
w	Tyron Picard, Executive Vice President of Legal and Governmental Affairs, The Acadian 

Companies; Lafayette, LA 
w	David E. Neumeister, Vice President, Corporate Secretary & General Counsel, HDI-Ger-

ling America Insurance Company; Chicago, IL

CLE
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Going Global
PLENARY SESSION

9:30 a.m. – 9:40 a.m. 
Welcome to the Convention

9:40 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Introduction of New Members and Past Presidents

10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
“Turbo Charge Case Efficiency for Supreme Client Satisfaction”

21st century clients demand more and greater value from their attorneys.  Successful attorneys 
today must meet this challenge by maximizing efficiency for their clients, much as the most 
current automotive designs must maximize efficiencies for supreme customer satisfaction.   As 
we enjoy this Bavarian setting, our program will explore how concepts of automotive excellence 
in aerodynamics, energy, power transfers, ergonomics, and achievement of the right balance 
of risk and technology with safety and value all combine to best meet consumer demands, and 
how these concepts can be adapted for the ultimate edge for supreme client satisfaction in your 
practice in this extremely competitive market.

Presenters:

w	Marcus V. Brown, Entergy Services, Inc.; New Orleans, LA
w	Heidi G. Goebel, Christensen & Jensen, P.C.; Salt Lake City, UT 
w	Craig A. Marvinney, Brouse McDowell; Cleveland, OH 
w	W. Michael Scott, Beirne, Maynard & Parsons, L.L.P.; Houston, TX 
w	Michael D. Shalhoub, Goldberg Segalla LLP; White Plains, NY 

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
 “Would you Mind Explaining This? The Cultural Clash in International Litigation – What 
Transatlantic Clients Expect from Their Lawyers”
While Thomas Friedman has tried to convince us that in this global economy “the world is flat”, 
litigation counsel, local counsel, and insurer litigants on both sides of the Atlantic beg to differ. 
Counsel and Insurers will discuss management of client expectations in very different litigation 
worlds.  The panel will include clients and counsel from the U.S. and Europe who navigate car-
riers through unfamiliar rules and procedures.   The panel will address both the different sub-
stantive and procedural practices and client expectations, including cost issues associated with 
different litigation practices.

Hosted by the Property Insurance Section, Reinsurance, Excess and Surplus Lines Section, 
Insurance Industry Section, and Technology and E-Commerce Section.

Panel Moderator: James Kelly - Assistant General Counsel; ACE USA, Wilmington, DE

Presenters:

w	Christian Lang, Attorney, Prager Dreifuss; Zürich, Switzerland 
w	Peter Schwartz, Attorney, Holman, Fenwick, Willan, LLP; London, England
w	Steve Snyder, Vice-President Foreign Casualty Relations, ACE USA; Wilmington, DE
w	Dr. Andreas Shell, Global Head of Claims (Property, Engineering, Energy and Marine), 

Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty; Munich, Germany
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Thursday, July 29
SUBSTANTIVE LAW SECTION SESSIONS 
 
8:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.
BLOCKBUSTER SECTION MEETING: Professional Liability Section
“The Lawyer Game – Responding to Unethical Litigation Conduct”

In high stakes litigation, savvy counsel must be vigilant to spot and counteract overzealous and/
or unethical tactics by opposing counsel or parties where the goal is to gain an unfair advantage 
in the courtroom.   By presenting real world examples of unethical litigation conduct in an enter-
taining client/lawyer game show format, our distinguished panel will highlight important ways to 
safeguard client interests while pursuing courtroom victories.

Presenters:

w	John M. Intondi, AXIS Insurance; Alpharetta, GA
w	Susan B. Harwood, Boehm, Brown, Fischer, Harwood, Kelly & Scheihing, P.A.; Orlando, FL
w	Helen J. Alford, Alford, Clausen & McDonald, LLC; Mobile, AL
w	Andy B. Downs, Bullivant Houser Bailey PC; San Francisco, CA
w	Barbara A. O’Donnell, Zelle McDonough & Cohen LLP; Boston, MA

9:15 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. Individual Section Meetings

PLENARY SESSION

10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
“Government Regulation of Industry in the Global Economic Crisis”

Major corporations and their outside counsel have to adapt to changing economic circumstanc-
es.  Likewise, governments are adopting regulations and policies designed to strengthen global 
financial markets.  These developments present a host of new challenges and opportunities 
for those involved in international litigation.  In this segment of the program, we will explore the 
skills necessary to effectively navigate litigation in an international or cross-border context, in-
cluding the trend of “outsourcing” and “off shoring” legal work, tips for managing today’s unique 
risks and ways corporate and outside counsel can partner effectively.  

Presenters:

w	J. Scott Maidment, McMillan Binch Mendelsohn LLP; Toronto, Ontario
w	Timothy A. Pratt, Executive Vice President, Secretary and General Counsel, Boston Sci-

entific Corporation; Natick, MA 
w	Marianne Oren, Director - Claims & Liability Management, Swiss Re Europe; Munich, 

Germany 
w	Hans Kooy, Senior Legal Counsel, Shell International B.V., and President of the Euro-

pean Company Lawyers Association (“ECLA”); The Hague, Netherlands
w	Dr. Richard Reiss, Principal Scientist Exponent; Alexandria, VA
w	John W. Lebold, Associate General Counsel-Complex Litigation, Sherwin-Williams Com-

pany; Cleveland, OH

CLE
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Going Global

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
“Sex, Lies, and Videotape — Cyber Liability Issues in a Digital World”

Big Brother is watching (and so is the entire neighborhood too)! With the explosion of social net-
working sites and the ease of internet communications, our panel will address topical and timely 
issues including civil and criminal liability in the U.S., Canada and Europe, high profile cases, 
and how computers are changing every aspect of the way we communicate with each other. As 
the growth in internet usage continues to explode, join us as we discuss different social net-
working sites, sexting and cyber bullying and how you can protect yourself, your clients, your 
law firm, your colleagues, and those you love from cyber disaster!

Hosted by the Intellectual Property Section, International Practice and Law Section and Trial 
Tactics Section

Presenters:

w	Elizabeth F. Lorell, Gordon & Rees, LLP; Morristown, NJ 
w	Mercedes Colwin, Gordon & Rees, LLP; New York, NY
w	David A. Bertschi, Bertschi Orth Smith, LLP; Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

Friday, July 30
9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
Business Meeting

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Keynote Speaker Alastair Campbell
Alastair Campbell served as Tony Blair’s spokesman, press secretary, and director of commu-
nications and strategy.  He will draw upon learnings from his time alongside Tony Blair and his 
considerable experience with the modern media address interesting political issues, strategy, 
making change, dealing with the media, and crisis management – topics of utmost concern in 
the world’s current economy.  

Alastair is the author of The Blair Years, which chronicles his time with Tony Blair from 1994 to 
2003.  He also wrote All In The Mind offering a frank discussion of mental illness.  In October 
2008 Alastair broadcast a documentary on BBC2 called Cracking Up sharing experiences from 
his own breakdown in 1986.  He received the 2009 Mind Champion of the Year Award recogniz-
ing his achievements in helping to eliminate the stigma surrounding mental illness. 
Most recently, Alastair published his first novel, Maya, described by Piers Morgan as ‘a superb 
read ... sometimes disturbing, always fascinating.’  

Alastair is also active in charity activity, most notably as a long-time supporter and fundraiser for 
Leukaemia Research.

You won’t want to miss this memorable time as communicator, writer, and strategist Alastair 
Campbell weaves his life stories and strategic advice with wit and humor.
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Munich Meeting
Host Committee

General Convention Chairs
Mills and Carol Anne Gallivan

Program Chair
Deb Kuchler

Registration Chair
Pat and Marge Hagan
John Kuchler

“Hansel and Gretel Walks”
Mills and Carol Anne Gallivan
Jay and Ayako Sever

Walking Tour of Munich - Saturday
Deb Herron and Jim Varner
Bill and Adele Tooms

Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich - Saturday
Mike and Linda Nelson
Don and Doreen Myles
 
Willkommen in Bayern (Welcome to Bavaria) 
Reception
Vicki Roberts
Sarah and Dave Timberlake

Walking Tour of Munich - Sunday
Ken and Patricia Nota
Tony and Michele Tagliagambe

Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich - Sunday
Scott and Susan Kreamer
Clark and Jennifer Cole

Tour of Dachau
Dan and Chris Kohane
Rich and Barb Traub
Rebecca Levy-Sachs and Frank Sachs

Better in Bavaria Reception
Helen Alford
Gale White and Charlie Henderson

 “A Bavarian Evening” at the Hofbräuhaus
Alan and Tonya Brown
Brad and Amy Waring
Rick and Barbara Fulmer

Spouse and Guest Tour of the Residenz
Linda Beasley
Dee Ewald

Tour of Schloss Nymphenburg – Monday
John and Beth Intondi
Joe and Lynn Fazi
Violet Clark

Walking Tour of Munich - Monday
David Zizik and Karen Baker
Craig and Joan Neckers

Mike’s Bike Tour of Munich - Monday
Elliot and Nancy Hicks
Terence and Nicole Ridley

International Reception
Christian and Marlise Lang
Fritz and Susan Seitz

International Dinner
David Bertschi and Debbie Orth
Kieran and Brenda Cowhey

Diversity Dinner
David Louie and Johanna Chuan
Wayne Kreuscher
Susan Harwood

Tour of Schloss Neuschwanstein and 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
Scott and Susan Maidment
John and Lisa Quinn
Phil and Laura Reeves
Marc and Holly Harwell
John and Sharon Wilkerson
Seth and Susan Gausnell
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Tour of Regensburg
Fritz and Susan Seitz
Dan and Nora Chesire
Ned and Barb Currie 

Tour of Chiemsee, with Schloss  
Herrenchiemsee
Jennifer and Gary Johnsen
Steve and Laura Holden
David Louie and Johanna Chuan

Dinner at the Augustiner Keller
Bryan and Kim Murphy
Bob and Cindy Franklin
Joe and Norma Garza

Women Members’ Breakfast Tables
Jennifer Johnsen
Janet Brown
Stacy Broman 

Spouse and Guest Tour of the  
Nymphenburg Porcelain Factory
Virginia Culbreath   
Elaine Dukes

Tour of the Justizpalast
Michael Molitoris
Marianne Oren
Tim and Christie Pratt

President’s Reception and Dinner at  
the Ratskeller
Ed and Maddy Kaplan
Todd and Cindy Raskin
Steve and Jean Pate
Lee and Mary Ann Davis

Spouse and Guest Morning Hospitality
Jenny Lucey
Ann Cordell
Jan Neil 
Gretchen Barney
Carol Anne Gallivan

FDCC Book Club
Susan Maidment

Tour of the Alte Pinakothek and 
Schwabing
Mercedes Colwin
Elizabeth and Jeff Lorell

Tour of Schloss Nymphenburg - Thursday
Steve and Elaine Miller
David and Debra Fuqua

The Ultimate Theme Party Bavarian  
Dinner
Jody and Anne Guillot
Robert Marcus
John and Amy Peer

The Ultimate Theme Party at BMW  
Museum and Welt
Johnny and Grace Sarber
Linda Woolf
Craig Marvinney
Rob Hunter
Bruce Celebrezze

Dessert Party
Rick and Debbie Weiss
Rob and Diane Radel

Tour of Kloster Andechs
Ed and Nancy Nielsen
Howard and Roni Merten

Mountain Hiking in the Alps
Reid and Alison Manley
Michael Shalhoub and Gail Boggio

Biking along the River Isar
Bob and Erin Christie

Bowtie Bavarian Ball, Reception,  
and Dinner Dance
Steve and Lee Farrar
Robbie and Lib Foster
Bill and Eileen Vita
Leslie O’Toole and Tom Packer
Michael and Lee Scott
Bill and Kathy Coates
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MunichDining in
Restaurants 
Spatenhaus an der Oper (German cuisine)
Address: Residenzstr. 12, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/292-7060 
Price range: medium to high
Opening hours: 09.30 am – 00.30 am
The best seats are the window tables on the second floor. The quiet dining room walls and ceil-
ing are paneled with old hand-painted wood and have a wonderful view of the square and the 
opera house. Make a reservation if you want to come after a performance. The outdoor tables 
are a favorite for people-watching. There’s no better place for roasted fillet of brook trout, lamb 
with ratatouille, or duck with apple and red cabbage. Leave room for one of the wonderful des-
serts featuring fresh fruit.

Königshof (Fine German cuisine)
Address: Karlspl. 25, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/5513-6142 
Price range: high 
Opening hours: Tuesday – Saturday 06.30 pm – 10.30 pm
As you cross the threshold of its unremarkable building, you step into a different world. From a 
window table in this elegant and luxurious restaurant in one of Munich’s grand hotels, you can 
watch the hustle and bustle of Munich’s busiest square below. You’ll forget the outside world, 
however, when you taste the outstanding French- and Japanese-influenced dishes created by 
chef Martin Fauster, former sous-chef at Tantris. Ingredients are fresh and menus change often, 
but you might see lobster with fennel and candied ginger, lamb with sweetbreads, venison with 
goose liver and celery, and for dessert, flambéed peach with champagne ice cream. Service is 
expert and personal; let the sommelier help you choose from the fantastic wine selection.
Keep in mind: Jacket and tie. Reservations essential.

Weinhaus Neuner (German cuisine)
Address: Herzogspitalstr. 8, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/260-3954 
Price range: medium
Opening hours:6.00 pm – 12.00 pm
Munich‘s oldest wine tavern serves good food as well as superior wines in its two nooks: the 
wood-panel restaurant and the Weinstube. The choice of food is remarkable, from roast duck to 
fish to traditional Bavarian.

Buffet Kull (International cuisine)
Address: Marienstr. 4, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/221-509 
Price range: medium
Opening hours:6.00 pm – 1.00 am
This simple yet comfortable international bistro delivers a high-quality dining experience accom-
panied by a good variety of wines and friendly service. Dishes range from Bohemian pheasant 
soup to venison medallions and excellent steaks. The daily specials are creative, portions are 
generous, and the prices are good value for the quality. Reservations are recommended, or at 
least get there early.
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Brenner Grill (International cuisine)
Address: Maximilianstr. 15, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/452288 0
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: 
Pasta: Monday – Sunday 11.30 am to 00.00 pm
Grill: Monday – Friday 12.00 am - 14.30 pm and 17.30 pm - 00.00 pm
Saturday, Sunday and holidays: 12.00 am - 00.00 pm
The Brenner Grill is a fantasic new restaurant in the center of Munich. It opened in late 2003 in 
newly renovated buildings off Maximilianstrasse - Munich‘s noble shopping mile. What makes 
this restaurant really stand out is the way the food is prepared. All cooking happens on open 
grills in the center of the restaurant. You can watch every detail of your dish being prepared. 
There are two of these kitchen areas - one is an open charcoal grill for cooking the steaks, the 
other has gas-flames for boiling and preparing pasta. Although the address for Brenner Grill 
is Maximilianstrasse 15 it is actually located in a courtyard behind the street. The restaurant is 
very lively and cosmopolitan.

Drei Groschenkeller (International cuisine)
Address: Lilienstr. 2, Haidhausen, Munich
Phone: 089/4890290
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: Monday – Thursday & Sunday 6 pm – 1 am, 
Friday/Saturday 6 pm – 3 am
One of the most bizarre restaurants in Munich. A lovely homage to the famous theater play of 
the Weimarer Republic „Drei Groschen Oper“ by Berthold Brecht. The guests can sit in different 
rooms, the jail, the milieu, the poets gin palace and more.  

Nektar (International cuisine)
Address: Stubenvollstr. 1, Haidhausen, Munich
Phone: 089/45911311
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: Tuesday 7 pm – open end, Thursday – Sunday 7 pm – open end 
Very trendy and modern restaurant and bar. It has 5 different rooms: the bar rouge, salon 
orange, sale blanche and more. The restaurant, a tunnel vault, is kept completely in white and 
consists of a main and a side room. Here the guests can taste the delicious culinary creations of 
Markus Huschka on big comfortable divan beds with little tables.

Mangostin (Asian cuisine)
Address: Maria- Einsiedel-Str. 2, Munich
Phone: 089/7232031
Price level: Medium-High
Opening hours: Monday – Sunday 6 pm – 1 pm 
Nothing but the Far East throughout. The Mangostin near the Thalkirchener Bridge is a brand 
new renovated and contemporary restaurant. It offers a diversity of Asian dishes.

Gandl (Italian cuisine)
Address: St.-Anna-Pl. 1a, Lehel, Munich
Phone: 089/2916-2525
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: Monday – Saturday 9 am – 1 am
This Italian specialty shop, where you can buy various staples from vinegar to coffee, doubles 
as a comfortable, relaxed restaurant. For lunch it’s just the place for a quick pastry or excellent 
antipasto misto. Dinner is more relaxed, with Mediterranean influenced cuisine.

Dining in Munich
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Tantris (Contemporary cuisine)
Address: Johann-Fichte-Str. 7, Schwabing, Munich
Phone: 089/361-9590
Price level: High
Opening hours: Tuesday – Saturday 12am – 3 pm and 6.30 pm – 1 am
One of the most exclusive restaurants in Munich. Despite the unappealing exterior, this restau-
rant will spoil you for other food for days. Chef Hans Haas has kept his restaurant at the top of 
the critics’ charts in Munich. 

Andechser am Dom (German cuisine)
Address: Weinstr. 7a, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/298481
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: Monday – Sunday 10 am – 12 pm
At this Munich mainstay for both locals and visitors, the vaulted, frescoed ceiling and the old 
stone floor recall the Andechs monastery. The boldly Bavarian food—blood sausage with pota-
toes, or roast duck—and fine selection of delectable Andechs beers will quickly put you at ease. 

Wirtshaus in der Au (Bavarian cuisine)
Address: Lilienstr. 51, Haidhausen, Munich
Phone: 089/4481400
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: Monday – Friday 5 pm – 1 am and Saturday/Sunday 10 am – 1 am
One of the oldest taverns in Munich. It has an excellent combination of fantastic service and out-
standing local dishes. It serves everything from Hofente (roast duck) to Schweinsbraten (roast 
pork), but the real specialty is Knödel (dumplings), like traditional Semmelknödel (bread) and 
Kartoffelknödel (potato). 

Hofbräuhaus (German cuisine)
Address: Am Platzl 9, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/2901360
Price level: Low
Opening hours: Monday – Sunday 9 am – 11 pm
Most famous beer hall in the world. The pounding oompah band draws the curious into this fa-
ther of all beer halls, where singing and shouting drinkers contribute to the earsplitting din. This 
is no place for the fainthearted, although a trip to Munich would be incomplete without at least 
having a look. 

Osteria Der Katzlmacher (Italian cuisine)
Address: Bräuhausstrasse 6, City Center, Munich
Phone: 089/333360
Price level: Medium-High
Opening hours: Monday to Saturday 12 am – 3 pm and 6 pm – 1 am
Katzlmacher is no checkered-tablecloth Italian trattoria. Rather, it is modishly designed and 
outfitted with a definitely 21st Century flavour. The menu is offering new variations of very tasty, 
high-quality and well-prepared takes on Italian cuisine. Its wine list includes a wide selection of 
many reasonably-priced excellent Italian wines. 
If you‘re seeking a respite from German and Central European dishes and are looking for a 
zippy locale, frequented by stylish, sophisticated locals with high cuisine standards, then Katzl-
macher is your place.

Dining in Munich
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Wirtshaus im GrünTal (German cuisine)
Address: Grüntal 15, Munich
Phone: 089/998 411-0
Price level: Medium
Opening hours: 11 am – 1 am
A cosy historical restaurant, surrounded by an old chestnut tree garden with a creek running 
through it, located in the noble ‘Herzogpark’. Sumptuously rooms, decorated with historical 
kitchen table-ware and hunt implements create a relaxing and personal atmosphere.
The ‘Wirtshaus im GrünTal’ has made a name for itself with its unusual venison dishes. The ex-
quisite menu offers wild deer, wild boar and poultry from agricultural game. The executive chef 
has created a number of methods of processing and serving venison in both, traditional and the 
modern ways.
Delicious hams and salamis are also created from the tender game. Dishes from Austria and 
Bavaria complete the menu. In summer, a large barbeque grill in the beer garden attracts guests 
with finely marinated steaks, sucking pig, lamb chops, spare ribs or tender ‘corn schnitzel’. For 
lovers of fish, the kitchen crew grills salmon trout, exclusively supplied from a royal Bavarian fish 
culture.
 
Freisinger Hof (German cuisine)
Address: Oberföhringer Straße 189 – 191, Munich
Phone: 089/952302
Price level: Low
Opening hours: 11.30 am – 2.30 pm and 6 pm – 10.00 pm
Enjoy the charming comfort of a traditional Bavarian inn dating from 1875. Add to this the finest 
southern German and Austrian cuisine for which they are well known throughout Munich.
You can sit back and relax in comfort along the green river landscape of the Isar. Have a rest in 
the old garden full of chestnut trees and enjoy a cool weissbier or a nice glass of wine...
 
Käfer (German cuisine)
Address: Prinzregentenstraße 73, Bogenhausen, Munich
Phone: 089/4168-247
Price level: Medium-High
Opening hours: Mon-Sat 11:30am-1am
Home of renowned chef Fritz Schilling, who serves up an array of fabulous Bavarian and Ger-
man fare on the top floor of the Gerd Käfer department store. This is considered one of the best 
deli meals available in the city. Choose from a traditional menu of meats and sausages as well 
as from a good beer selection. The first-rate service adds to the pleasurable experience.

Dining in Munich

Biergartens 
Seehaus Biergarten | http://www.kuffler-gastronomie.de/seehaus.html
Located on the northern end of the English Garden (Englischer Garten), this is one of the favou-
rite places to relax and watch the swans on the lake.
 
Augustiner Keller | http://www.augustinerkeller.de/english/index.html
The site of many beer commercials, this Biergarten has been one of Munich’s most popular 
spots for years.
 
Waldwirtschaft | http://www.waldwirtschaft.de/
There’s live music in the summer months, ranging from Jazz to Swing and Blues. A traditional 
Bavarian Biergarten with all its charm.
 
Aumeister | http://www.aumeister.de/
The former royal hunting house in the English Garden, the buliding dates to 1810. Great place 
for food.
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Bars 
Schumann’s 
Address: Odeonspl. 6-7, City Center, Munich 
Phone: 089/229-060 
At Schumann’s, the bartenders are busy shaking cocktails after the curtain comes down at the 
nearby opera house.
 
Barysphär
Address: Tumblingerstraße 36
Phone: 089/76 77 50 21
Barysphaer Food club is the epi centre of Munich”s night life. Start of the evening in the urban res-
taurant with bar, with soulfood tower or steak, and end it off in the club where the party continues.
 
Alter Simpl 
Address: Türkenstr. 57, Schwabing, Munich 
Phone: 089/272-3083 
Media types drink Guinness and Kilkenny at the square bar at Alter Simpl. More than 100 years 
old, this establishment serves German pub food until 2 AM.
 
Café am Hochhaus 
Address: Blumenstr. 29, Isarvorstadt, Munich 
Phone: 089/8905-8152 
If you‘re looking for a bit more action, check out the Café am Hochhaus. The glass-front former cof-
fee shop is now a scene bar with funky DJs playing music to shake a leg to (if it‘s not too crowded).

Dance Clubs 
P1 
Address: Prinzregentenstr., on west side of Haus der Kunst, Lehel, Munich 
Phone: 089/294-252 
Bordering the Englischer Garten, P1 is definitely one of the most popular clubs in town for the 
see-and-be-seen crowd. It is chockablock with the rich and the wannabe rich and can be fun 
if you’re in the mood. Good luck getting past the bouncer. If you don’t get in, head across the 
street to Edmoses at Prinzregentenstrasse 2.

BABY!
Address: Maximiliansplatz 5, Entrance Max Joseph Strasse, Munich
BABYPHONE: 0160 – 90 900 224
Life is too short for mediocrity! Now is the time to combine the most bodacious elements from 
design, art, fashion, music, lifestyle, and performance.

Dining in Munich
Hirschgarten | http://www.hirschgarten.de/
The Hirschgarten is considered Europe’s biggest Biergarten with room for 8,000 people. Even 
though its size is impressive, the atmosphere is one of typical Bavarian Gemütlichkeit.
 
Chinesischer Turm | http://www.munich-info.de/biergaerten/chinturm/welcome_de.html
Built in 1790, the Chinese Tower in the English Garden is surrounded by a sprawling array of 
Biergarten tables and benches. This is a great Biergarten to unwind from a day of sightseeing 
and taste Munich’s delights to the sounds of an oompah band.
 
Löwenbräukeller Biergarten | http://www.loewenbraeukeller.com/biergarten.html
This oasis under chestnut trees has been in existence since 1883.
 
Taxisgarten | http://www.taxisgarten.de/
Taxisgarten has been offering a wide array of Bavarian delicacies since 1924.
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The Marienplatz
w The Marienplatz (St. Mary’s Square): It is the center of the Altstadt (Old Town). In 1158, 
when Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria, founded München, he established it as the market place, 
and it has been the center of the town since that time. In 1972, it became a pedestrian square 
and is the home to shops, eateries (which are said to all be delicious) and the…

w Neues Rathaus (New Town Hall): Built from 1867 to 1908, its steeple is topped by the 
bronze Münchner Kindl (Munich Child), the symbol of the city. This figure is usually dressed in a 
monk’s black and yellow (the colors of Munich) habit and red shoes. His left hand holds a book 
of the Gospels and his right hand is raised in a gesture of benediction. This symbol is a remind-
er of Munich’s origins, as a group of Benedictine monks had settled in the area, before the town 
was established. The word “München” actually means, “monk settlement”. The Münchner Kindl 
is found on many buildings and even on sewer covers. The figure still accompanies all official 
processions.  The tower has a viewing station, which commands a nice view of the city.  It also 
features the famous…

w Glockenspiel: This is the fourth largest chiming clock in Europe, with 43 bells and 32 
colored copper figures, which dance in 2 scenes: a knightly tournament in honor of the wed-
ding of Duke Wilhelm V; and the Dance of the Coopers, which commemorates the passing of 
the plague in 1515-17. The clock chimes everyday at 11am, 12pm, 5pm, and at 9pm, a night 
watchman blows his horn, and the Angel of Peace blesses the Münchner Kindl. Remember, the 
show is not over until the rooster at the top crows three times. On the ground floor of the tower 
is the…

w Haupteingang vom Neuen Rathaus (Main Gate of the New Town Hall): This wonder-
ful iron gate with the colorful Coat of Arms of Munich is pictured on the front of our brochure. It 
leads into one of the courtyards, Prunkhof, where we will have our President’s Reception.

w Mariensäule (Mary’s Column, or Column of the Virgin): The column dates to 1590, and 
was erected in 1638, in the center of the square to pay homage to Bavaria’s patron saint, St. 
Mary. It is from this column that the square takes its name. All places in Munich are measured in 
distance from this point, therefore, the Mariensäule is the exact center of the city of Munich.

w Karlstor, Isartor, Sendlinger Tor: Built from 1285 to 1347, these three medieval city gates 
are from the original secondary fortifications (city walls), which surrounded the town. 

w Altes Rathaus (Old Town Hall): The original Altes Rathaus was built in 1310. It was replaced 
with the current one in 1480 and has been renovated many times. The ground floor hall and the 
tower are both original, and therefore, are the oldest parts of the building, built from 1180 to 1200. 
The tower was once a city gate from the original city fortifications. It now houses the Spielzeugmu-
seum (Toy Museum) – see below

w Viktualienmarkt: Founded in 1807, this is Munich’s oldest market with specialty shops and 
a Biergarten. The food is of the finest quality and is quite delicious. Münchners enjoy shopping 
here and eating at the Biergarten.

Things to DoSights to See & 
Sights to See
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w Maibaum (Maypole): The Maibaum stands in the Viktualienmarkt. The custom of having a 
Maibaum dates back to the Middle Ages, when the “tree of life” was thought to bring success. It 
is a wooden log, painted in Bavarian white and blue and adorned with the signs of various ven-
dors, which are placed on the pole to show the direction of their location. Almost every Bavarian 
town has its own decorated Maibaum.

w FYI: In addition to our scheduled Walking Tours and Mike’s Bike Tours of Munich, rickshaws 
are available around the Marienplatz for touring the Old Town. Make sure, however, that you 
can understand your guide.

New Jewish Center Complex, near the Marienplatz
w Ohel Jakob (Jacob’s Tent) Synagogue was opened in 2006. The Jewish Community Cen-
ter and the Jewish Museum were opened in 2007. The center is home to the Jewish Community 
of Munich and Upper Bavaria. It houses a school, youth center, auditorium, and a nice kosher 
restaurant. There is an underground tunnel from the Synagogue to the Jewish Museum, which 
contains a memorial to the Jews killed in the Holocaust. It is located past the Viktualienmarkt, on 
Sankt-Jakobs-Platz.

Churches of Interest, in and near the Marienplatz
w Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady): Built from 1468 to 88, the church has twin onion-
domed towers, almost 100 m high. The towers, completed in 1525, grace the skyline of the city, 
and have become Munich’s oldest and best-known symbol. The Frauenkirche is the largest 
Gothic church in Southern Germany and, since 1821, is the seat of the archbishop of Munich 
and Freysing. Current Pope Benedict XVI once held this title. It stands on the site of an earlier 
Romanesque parish church.

w Peterskirche (St. Peter’s Church): St. Peter is the patron saint of Munich. This church sits 
on the highest point of the Altstadt (Old Town), and is the oldest parish church in Munich. It was 
originally built in the 12th century as a part of the monastery of the monk settlement from which 
Munich derived its name. The high ground was chosen for protection from River Isar flooding. It 
was renovated in the 13th, 14th, 17th, and 18th centuries. 

w Alter Peter (Old Peter): The famous old church tower is one of the principal symbols of the 
city and stands 91 m high. Walk up the 306 steps for a spectacular view of the Marienplatz and 
the Altstadt.

w Heiliggeistkirche (Church of the Holy Spirit): As one of Munich’s oldest buildings, the 
church stands on the site of an early chapel, which became a hospital church in the 13th cen-
tury. Like the other churches of this era, it was renovated in the 14th, 18th, 19th, and century.

w Theatinerkirche (St. Cajetan’s Church): This Baroque church is known for its yellow, twin 
domed towers. It was begun in 1663 and finished in 1768. The church was built for the Theatine 
monks. 

w Asamkirche (Church of St. Johann-Nepomuk): Built between 1733 and 1746, this church 
was to be the private church of two Asam brothers. Due to the resistance of the citizens, the 
brothers were forced to make the church accessible to the public, even though they had paid for 
all of the costs of the building. It is a splendid example of late Bavarian Baroque architecture.

Sights to See
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w Michaelskirche (Church of St. Michael): Built by Wilhelm V, Duke of Bavaria between 1583 
and 1597, this church is the largest Renaissance church north of the Alps. With its barrel-vault-
ed roof, it has the largest vault in the world, apart from that of St. Peter’s in Rome. The church 
crypt contains members of the Wittelsbach dynasty, including King Ludwig II.

Museums of Interest
w BMW Museum: 
This museum is a circular tower that looks as if it served as a set for Star Wars. It contains not only 
a dazzling collection of BMWs old and new but also items and exhibitions relating to the company’s 
social history and its technical developments.
Address: Am Olympiapark 2, Munich
Phone: 0180-2118822
Entrance fee: 9,00 € (min. 5 people) 
Opening hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10 am – 6 pm

w Haus der Kunst
This colonnaded, classical-style building is one of Munich’s few remaining examples of Hitler-era 
architecture, and was officially opened by the Führer himself. In the Hitler years it showed only 
work deemed to reflect the Nazi aesthetic. One of its most successful postwar exhibitions was 
devoted to works banned by the Nazis. It hosts exhibitions of art, photography, and sculpture, as 
well as theatrical and musical happenings.
Address: Prinzregentenstr. 1, Munich
Phone: 089-21127113
Entrance fee: 10,00 €
Opening hours: Monday – Sunday 10 am – 8 pm, Thursday 10 am – 10 pm

w Deutsches Museum: Founded in 1903, this is the world’s largest museum of technology 
and engineering. Aircraft, vehicles, locomotives, and machinery fill a monumental building on an 
island in the River Isar. It has the most technically advanced planetarium in Europe and offers 
up to six shows daily. A Laser Magic display is included. The museum also has an interactive 
children’s area.
Address: Museumsinsel 1; Phone: 089-21791; Entrance fee: 8,50 Euro;
Open: Monday – Sunday, 9am – 7pm.

w Bayerisches Nationalmuseum (Bavarian National Museum): This history museum, which 
houses the collections of the Wittelsbach family and Classical antiquities to the 19th century, 
has a unique collection of Christmas crèches, and Bavarian and German folk art.
Address: Prinzregentenstr.3; Phone: 089-2112401; Entrance fee: 7 Euro;
Open: Tuesday – Sunday, 10am – 5pm; Thursday, 10am – 8pm

w Alte Pinakothek: Constructed between 1826 to 1836, this long massive brick building 
exhibits the collection of Old Masters begun by Duke Wilhelm IV in the 16th century. It is one of 
the world’s greatest art galleries. Among the European masterpieces from the 14th to the 18th 
centuries are paintings by Dürer, Titian, Rembrandt, Rubens (the museum has one of the larg-
est collections of works by Rubens), and Murillos.
Address: Barerstr. 27; Phone: 089-23805216; Entrance fee: 13 Euro;
Open: Wednesday – Sunday, 10am – 6pm; Tuesday, 10am – 8pm.

w Neue Pinakothek: This museum was opened in 1981 to house the royal collection of mod-
ern art left homeless and scattered after its building was destroyed in the war. Modern art from 
the 19th century, including the French Impressionists, are well represented, including, Monet, 
Degas, and Manet.

Sights to See
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Address: Barerstr. 29; Phone: 089-23805195; Entrance fee: 7 Euro;
Open: every day except Tuesday, 10am – 6pm; Wednesday, 10am – 8pm. 

w Pinakothek der Moderne: Munich’s latest cultural addition is also Germany’s largest mu-
seum of modern art, architecture, and design. The striking glass and concrete complex holds 
four outstanding art and architectural collections of the 20th -21st centuries, including modern 
art, industrial and graphic design, the Bavarian State collection of graphic art, and the Technical 
University’s architectural museum.
Address: Barerstr. 40; Phone: 089-23805360; Entrance fee: 10 Euro;
Open: every day except Monday, 10am – 6pm; Thursday, 10am – 8pm.

w Glyptothek: Built in 1816, this art museum contains the world’s finest collection of antique 
Greek and Roman sculpture. 

w Deutsches Jagd- und Fischereimuseum (German Hunting and Fishing Museum):  
houses the largest collection of field sports equipment in the world.  

Other Places of Interest 
w Bayerisches Staatstheater/Bayerische Staatsoper (Bavarian State Theater/ Bavarian 
State Opera): There will be an opera in this beautiful facility each night during July. Check the 
web for information and ticket prices.

w Olympiapark: This lovely park, site of the 1972 Olympics, is now a large area for local recre-
ation. There are paddleboats on the lake and other outdoor activities. Abseiling, which is walking 
on the Olympic roof and repelling to the ground, is available with advanced reservations.

w Olympic Tower: You can ride an elevator to the top of the tower for a great view of Munich. 
There is also a nice revolving restaurant at the top, 181 meters high. Reservations are recom-
mended.    

w Tierpark Hellabrunn (Hellabrunn Zoo): The zoo, founded in 1911, has over 4,800 animals 
representing 480 species and covering an area of 1.38 miles. The species are arranged by 
continent and geographical occurrence. The design of the enclosures, which recreate natural 
environments, makes Hellabrunn one of the most beautiful zoos in the world. The zoo special-
izes in breeding animals that are under threat of extinction. It also contains a petting zoo. You 
can check their feeding schedule at www.zoo-muenchen.de

w Münchner Marionettentheater (Munich Puppet Theater): This puppet theater was found-
ed in 1858. It is located near the Sendlinger Tor and is accessible by tram or subway.
Address: 32 Flower Street; Phone: 089/ 26 57; Tickets 7 – 10 Euro for children, 9 – 18 Euro for 
adults. www.muenchner-marionettentheater.de

w Spielzeugmuseum (Toy Museum): Located in the Altes Rathaus tower in the Marienplatz. 
The Toy Museum has a collection of antique dolls’ houses, tin cars, copper soldiers, and a dis-
play tracing the history of the Barbie doll.

w Allianz-Arena: The new soccer stadium was built in 2006 for the last world championship 
and is home of the FC Bayern and TSV 1860. It is known as the most modern soccer stadium in 
Europe. Tours are available.
http://www.allianz-arena.de/en/arenatour/ 

w Englischer Garten: This 922-acre park, in the middle of the city with trees, green grassy areas, 
ponds, streams, and several Biergartens, is an oasis for Munich’s inhabitants. (See Biergartens)

Sights to See
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w Botanischer Garten (Botanical Garden): Established between 1909 and 1914, it is one of 
the finest gardens in Europe and contains over 14,000 species of plants.

w Log Rafting on the River Isar: Take a day off for a float trip down the River Isar on a log 
raft, built just as in former times, when the Isar was used as a transportation waterway for the 
salt and wood trade. This form of transportation has now become a typical Bavarian leisure 
activity. There is plenty of Bavarian beer and food on each raft, and a brass band is on board 
to entertain you. Great fellowship takes place with your fellow rafters! There are 3 “slides” or 
“chutes” along the way. The day trip begins around 8am, when you will be taken by coach to 
Wolfratshausen, a small town south of Munich. You will then board a handcrafted log raft that 
holds about 60 people. Lunch is provided in a Biergarten along the Isar. The tour, ending in Mu-
nich around 5pm, is definitely an “adwenture”! Adults: apx.136 Euro; DER Touristik & Incentive, 
Phone: +49 (0) 89 – 34 07 72 - 300; Fax: +49 (0) 89 – 34- 07 72 – 333; www.isarflossfahrten.biz 

w Schloss Schleissheim: A complex of three palaces, Altes Schloss, Neues Schloss, and 
Schloss Lustheim, are situated within a lush Baroque park, which is the only one in Germany 
that has survived in its original form of canals and pathways of greenery. 

w FYI: Munich is conveniently located in Southern Germany and day trips are possible to 
other beautiful towns and cities of Europe. They are accessible by the very efficient rail system, 
buses, or by car on the Autobahn.

w Gray Line offers a “Hop-On, Hop-Off” Tour Bus in Munich as well as tours to other sights and 
towns.

w Starnberger See: The second largest Bavarian lake is the Lake Starnberg. It is about 25km 
from Munich and is beautifully situated with a superb mountain view.  The expensive villas 
around the lakeshore are unique and can be enjoyed by a ferryboat trip around the lake. 

w Brauerei Weihenstephan: The Weihenstephan Brewery can trace its roots to the year 768, 
as a document from that year refers to a hops garden in the area paying a tithe to the monaste-
ry. A brewery was actually licensed to the monks of Weihenstephan Monestery by the City of 
Freising’s bishop in 1040, the founding date claimed by today's modern brewery. The brewery 
thus has a creditable claim to being the oldest working brewery in the world. (Weltenburg Abbey, 
also in Bavaria, was founded around 620 and also claims to be the oldest brewery in the world.) 
When the monastery and brewery were secularised in 1803, they became possessions of the 
State of Bavaria. Since 1923, the brewery has been known as the Bayerische Staatsbrauerei 
Weihenstephan (Bavarian State Brewery Weihenstephan).

w Brauerei Aying: Ayinger Brewery, opened in 1878, is located in Aying, Bavaria, about 25km 
from Munich. Ayinger beers have been frequent award winners in international beer competi-
tions. 

w Salzburg, Austria, the birthplace of Mozart, is a historic and picturesque town, located just 
2 hours away from Munich, by tour bus, car, or train. There is a music festival there during our 
stay, so you should expect it to be crowded. Tours of the beautiful surrounding lake district and 
specific “Sound of Music” tours are usually offered from the city. Make your tour plans ahead of 
time.

w Oberammergau, noted for its lovely painted houses, which sit quaintly at the foot of the Alps, 
is hosting the Passion Play this summer. Most probably, it will also be crowded. The Passion 
Play was first performed in 1634 in a desperate attempt on the part of the villagers to spare their 
village from the plague. The villagers vowed to perform the play every 10 years if God would 
save them from being destroyed by the plague. Nearly four centuries later, the 41st production 
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will be performed. In order to be in the play, one must have been born in Oberammergau or 
lived there for 20 years. Needless to say, the town’s inhabitants take this endeavor very seri-
ously and about 2, 500 citizens of all ages will take part in the production, as an actor of one of 
the 36 main roles or as an actor in a crowd scene, or as a part of the orchestra or choir. 
www.passion-play.com 

w Dokumentationszentrum Obersalzburg: The “Hitler Documentation” in Obersalzburg  is a 
museum about Hitler, built beside and above Hitler’s original Bunker, and carved into a moun-
tain. Tourists can view the museum and walk through the underground Bunker. The road up to 
Kehlsteinhaus is available only by bus or by hiking, as the road was closed to the public in 1952. 

w Kehlsteinhaus (Eagles’ Nest) is in Berchtesgaden, Bavaria. It was built in 1938, as a 50th 
birthday gift for Hitler. It is located on the ridge of Kehlstein Mountain and is currently used as a 
restaurant. 

w Rothenburg ob der Tauber is the second largest city in Bavaria and is known for its Christ-
kindlemarket.

w Nurnberg, Germany and Innsbruck, Austria are interesting cities. Both are located fairly 
close to Munich. 

Shopping – Department Stores and Clothing
w Ludwig Beck: This famous department store is considered by Münchners to be a step 
above the other such stores. Pass the Neues Rathaus on your left and the store is straight 
ahead, on a corner of the Marienplatz. 
Address: Marienplatz 11; Phone: 089/236-910; Open: Monday – Saturday, 10am – 8pm.

w Hirmer: The most comprehensive collection of German-made men’s clothes can be found 
here. 
Address: Kaufingerstr. 28; Phone: 089/236-830; Open: Monday – Friday, 9:30am- 8pm; Satur-
day, 9am – 8pm.

w Breiter: For a classic selection of German clothing, including some with a folk touch, and a 
large collection of hats, try Munich’s traditional family-run Breiter.
Address: Kaufingerstr. 26; Phone: 089-599 884 12 + 13; Open: Monday – Saturday, 9:30am – 
8pm.

w Lederhosen Wagner: The tiny Lederhosen Wagner, right up against the Heiliggeist Church, 
carries lederhosen, wool sweaters, called “Walk” (not loden), and children’s clothing. 
Address: Tal 2; Phone:089/225-679; Open: Monday – Friday, 10am – 6:30pm; Saturday, 10am – 
6pm.

w Loden-Frey: Much of the fine loden clothing on sale at Loden-Frey is made at the compa-
ny’s own factory, on the edge of the Englischer Garten. 
Address: Maffeistr. 7; Phone: 089/210-390; Open: Monday – Saturday, 10am – 8pm.

w Angermaier: A store with authentic, but pricey dirndls and lederhosen, located past the Vit-
kualienmarkt, then right, and heading back toward the Karlstor.
Address: Landsberger Strasse 101-103. 

w For Bavarian-Style Clothing: There is a much less expensive shop with less quality clothing, 
but in the Bavarian style, right across the street from Angermaier. Other more expensive shops for 
dirndls and lederhosen can be found on Burg Strasse, around town, and in department stores.
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w Pedestrian Zone from Kaufingerstrasse and Neuhauser Strasse to Karlsplatz/Stachus:  
Major European chains and department stores can be found here.

w Fünf Höfe: For a more upscale shopping experience, visit the many stores, boutiques, gal-
leries and cafes of the Fünf Höfe, a modern arcade carved into a block of historic houses and 
buildings.   
Address: between Theatinerstrasse, Kardinal-Faulhaber-, Maffei- and Salvatorstrasse. 

w Sendlinger Strasse:  One of the oldest shopping streets. 

w Maximilianstrasse: Maximilian II built this monumental boulevard from1852 to 1855. It runs 
between Max-Joseph-Platz and the Altstadtring and is one of Europe’s most exclusive shopping 
streets with designer stores. The arcades also contain some of the fancy shops. 

w Maximilianhöfe: This is a complex with luxury boutiques.

w Odeonsplatz and Brienner Strasse: Fancy stores and boutiques are found here. 

Other shops of interest
w Max Krug: This is a nice store for Cuckoo clocks made in the Black Forest and wooden nut-
crackers, etc. It is located on the left when walking toward the Marienplatz from the Karlstor. 
Address: Neuhauser Strasse 2  

w Herrmann Geschenke: Another nice store with authentic German items, located beside Max 
Krug. 
Address: Neuhauser Strasse 2

w Sebastian Wesely:  A nice store with lovely wooden carved items, located just past the Alter 
Peter tower entrance. 
Address: Rindermarkt 1

w Nymphenburg Porcelain Shop: This store is near the Odeonsplatz, on a corner, on the 
right, if heading toward the Marienplatz.

w Spielwaren Obletters: Toys - This store has two extensive floors of toys, many of them 
handmade playthings of great charm and quality.
Address: Karlspl. 11-12; Phone: 089/5508-9510; Open: Monday – Saturday, 9:30am – 8pm.

w Bayerischer Kunstgewerbe-Verein: Crafts - Bavarian craftspeople have a showplace of 
their own. Here you will find every kind of handicraft, from glass and pottery, to textiles.
Address: Pacellistr. 6-8; Phone: 089/290-1470; Open: Monday – Saturday, 10am – 6pm.  

w Ulrich Schneider: Antique and beautiful beer steins are the specialty of Ulrich Schneider.
Address: Am Radlsteg 2; Phone: 089/292-477; Open: Monday – Friday, 
2 – 6pm; Saturday, 11am – 3pm.

w Antike Uhren Eder: Antique and very valuable German clocks break the silence with their 
ticking in Antike Uhren Eder.
Address: Opposite Hotel Bayerischer Hof, Prannerstr. 4; Phone: 089/220-305; Open: Monday – 
Friday 10:30am – 6:30pm; Saturday, 11am – 2pm.
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Committee Meetings
Sunday, July 25

 8:00 AM – 9:30 AM Finance & Budget Committee Breakfast Meeting    
 8:00 AM – 10:00 AM Admissions Committee Breakfast Meeting  
 9:30 AM – 10:30 AM Sites Committee     
 10:30 AM – 11:30 AM Bylaws & Resolutions Committee 
 11:30 AM  – 5:00 PM Board of Directors Meeting & Lunch
 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Strategic Planning Committee
 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM CLE Committee
 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM International Commitee 
    
Monday, July 26

 12:00 PM Foundation Committee Luncheon Meeting
 12:00 PM – 2:00 PM P & O Committee Luncheon Meeting
 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Exhibitors Committee
  Insurance Initiatives
 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM Amicus Committee
 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM MDR Committee
  Visibility Committee
 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM Website and Publications Committee
  Diversity Committee
 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM State/International Reps 
  LMC & Graduate Program Committee
 4:00 PM – 5:00 PM Corporate Counsel Initiatives/CCS

Thursday, July 29

 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM Nominating Committee

Front Cover Photograph:  
Haupteingang vom Neuen Rathaus (The Main Front Gate of the New Town Hall), with the Coat 
of Arms of the city of Munich above the gate.  The President’s Reception will be held inside these 
doors, in the Prunkhof (courtyard) of the Neues Rathaus.

*Photo credits (as specified): 
H. Mills Gallivan
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American Jury Centers  (AJC Consulting)

Exponent

Habif, Arogeti & Wynne

Preferred Settlements

Rust Consulting, Inc. 

SEA

Thomas G. Oakes Associates

Special thanks to Frank Crystal & Company
for their continued support.

www.frankcrystal.com

Contact Ken or Greg Gamble at 212-504-5873
for quotes on your firm’s professional liability insurance.

Thanks to our exhibitors

Federation of Defense & Corporate Counsel
11812 North 56th Street w	Tampa, FL 33617

813-983-0022 w	813-988-5837 Fax
E-Mail: mstreeper@thefederation.org
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The Skyline of Munich


